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Funding Opportunities for the Faculty of Arts

Funder Programme Link Comments Funding Available Deadline

Embassy of Japan in Sweden | 

Japanska Ambassaden i Sverige
Exchange programme http://www.jpf.go.jp/e/program/instruction.html

This supports exchanges between Japan and other countries within the 

arts and humanities in order to carry out programmes and activities in the 

following focus areas of arts and cultural exchange: Japanese-language 

education overseas, Japanese studies and intellectual exchange, and 

strengthening the cultural exchange in Asia. 

Not specified 01-Dec-17

Japan Foundation Japanese studies fellowship programme
https://jpf.org.au/japanese-

studies/grants/major/#jsgrant-fellowship

This enables scholars and researchers in the humanities and social 

sciences in the field of Japanese studies to conduct research in Japan. 

Fellowships include round-trip airfares, a stipend and other allowances.

Not specified 01-Dec-17

Commonwealth Scholarships Commonwealth Rutherford Fellowships
http://cscuk.dfid.gov.uk/apply/rutherford-

fellowships/

Commonwealth Rutherford Fellowships are for highly skilled researchers 

from other Commonwealth countries to spend one or two years at an 

eligible UK university or higher education institution conducting 

postdoctoral research.

These fellowships are funded by the UK Department for Business, Energy 

and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) through the Rutherford Fund, with the aim 

of attracting global talent and supporting the UK’s research base. Up to 

50 fellowships are available.

If you are interested in applying, contact Tom.Bowker@bristol.ac.uk

Not specified 11 Dec 17

British Academy Rising star engagement awards
http://www.britac.ac.uk/british-academy-rising-

star-engagement-awards

These enable early-career researchers to engage in the work of the 

academy and enhance their own skills and career development through 

the organisation of events, training, and mentoring activities for other 

researchers. The awards are worth up to £15,000 each. 

£15,000 13-Dec-17

British Academy APEX awards
https://royalsociety.org/grants-schemes-

awards/grants/apex-awards/

These offer established independent researchers with a strong track 

record in their respective area an opportunity to pursue genuine 

interdisciplinary and curiosity-driven research to benefit wider society. 

Grants are worth up to £100,000 each over two years.

£100,000 14-Dec-17

University of Bristol Vice-Chancellor's Fellowships http://www.bristol.ac.uk/vc-fellows/eligible/

Vice-Chancellor's Fellowships are aimed at early-career researchers, this 

year UoB are offering:

- Nine: 4-year fellowships primarily in Science, Technology, Engineering, 

Medicine and Mathematics subjects, normally for those with 3-7 years' 

experience post PhD or equivalent.

- Six: 2-year fellowships primarily in Humanities, Arts and Social Science 

disciplines, normally for those with 0-3 years' experience pot PhD or 

equivalent.

The highest quality candidates are sought with relevant research in one of 

the priority areas who will seize the development opportunities provided 

and become future research leaders in their field. Candidates are 

expected to find an academic sponsor prior to the Dec 15th deadline.  

Queries should be made to  vc-fellowships@bristol.ac.uk 

Not specified 14 Jan 18

Hans Rausing Endangered Languages 

Project
Small grants

http://www.eldp.net/en/our+grants/documentatio

n+grants/

These support a variety of documentation activities for endangered 

languages. Grants are worth up to £10,000 for projects lasting between 

six and 12 months, and they normally cover field trips.  

£10,000 15-Jan-18

JSPS London
Summer Programme 2018 for MPhil or 

PhD students

http://www.jsps.org/funding/2017/11/jsps-summer-

programme-2018-for-mphil-or-phd-students.html

The JSPS Summer Programme provides the opportunity for current MPhil 

or PhD students to receive a one week orientation on Japanese culture 

and research systems on arrival and then move to a host institution in 

Japan of their choice and approved by JSPS, to conduct collaborative 

research activities for 2 months during the summer.

Not specified 15 Jan 18

Society in Science Branco Weiss fellowship
http://www.society-in-science.org/application-

materials.html

This supports young researchers conducting new and innovative research 

focusing on social, cultural, political or economic issues. Up to ten 

fellowships, worth CHF 100,000 per year each, are available for a period 

of five years.  

CHF 500,000 15-Jan-18

Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British 

Art
Educational programme grants

http://www.paul-mellon-centre.ac.uk/fellowships-

and-grants/opportunities/educational-

programme-grants/season/spring-2018

These support educational programmes in the field of British art or 

architectural history from the medieval period to the present. Grants do 

not normally exceed £3,000.
£3,000 31-Jan-18

Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British 

Art
Mid-career fellowships

http://www.paul-mellon-centre.ac.uk/fellowships-

and-grants/opportunities/mid-career-

fellowships/season/spring-2016

These enable scholars who have already produced a major publication 

and are working on a subsequent research, publishing or curatorial 

project, to undertake research for an article, book, exhibition or catalogue. 

Three fellowships, worth £12,000 each over four months, are available on 

a full-time basis.

£12,000 31-Jan-18

Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British 

Art
Senior fellowships

http://www.paul-mellon-centre.ac.uk/fellowships-

and-grants/opportunities/senior-fellowship-

grants/season/spring-2016

These enable established scholars or senior museum professionals in the 

field of British art or architectural history to complete a book or other such 

major study for immediate publication. Two fellowships, worth £32,000 

each over nine months, are available on a full-time basis. 

£32,000 31-Jan-18

Research Society for Victorian 

Periodicals
Linda H Peterson fellowship http://rs4vp.org/peterson-fellowship/

This supports the study of any aspect of the periodical press in any of its 

forms, and may range from Britain to countries within and outside the 

Empire, where British magazines and newspapers were bought, sold and 

read between 1780 and 1914. One fellowship, worth USD 17,500, is 

available over a period equivalent to four months of full-time research.

USD 17,500 01-Feb-18

International Olympic Committee Advanced olympic research grants
https://www.olympic.org/olympic-studies-

centre/research-grant-programmes
These promote advanced olympic research with a humanities or social 

sciences perspective. Grants are worth up to USD 20,000 per project.
USD 20,000 02-Feb-18

British Academy Neil Ker Memorial Fund https://www.britac.ac.uk/neil-ker-memorial-fund

to promote the study of Western medieval manuscripts, in particular 

those of British interest; that is enabling investigation of their production 

(including decoration), readership and use in particula

£2,000 13-Dec-18

British Academy Stein-Arnold Exploration Fund
https://www.britac.ac.uk/stein-arnold-exploration-

fund

the encouragement of research on the antiquities or historical geography 

or early history or arts of those parts of Asia which come within the 

sphere of the ancient civilisations of India, China, and Iran, including 

Central Asia, or of one or more of these and so that special consideration 

shall be paid, if possible, to research of this character bearing upon the 

territories comprised in the present Kingdom of Afghanistan including the 

region of ancient Bactria and in the north-western region of India

£2,500 13-Dec-18

Economic and Social Research Council 

and Arts and Humanities Research 

Council 

GCRF New social and cultural insights 

into mental, neurological and substance 

use disorders in developing countries

http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding/funding-

opportunities/gcrf-new-social-and-cultural-insights-

into-mental-neurological-and-substance-use-

disorders-in-developing-countries/

This call aims to fund a portfolio of innovative and interdisciplinary 

research that provides social and cultural perspectives on mental, 

neurological, and substance use (MNS) disorders in developing countries.

£1,250,000 11-Jan-18

AHRC/JPI Cultural Heritage 
PRE CALL announcement - JPICH 

Heritage in Changing Environments

http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/newsevents/news/jpich-

heritage-pre-call/

The Heritage in Changing Environments call will support the development 

of new, research-based ideas and knowledge in response to the rapidly 

and widely changing context with which heritage and heritage practice is 

faced. It invites research projects that help cultural heritage to meet 

societal challenges and contribute to the development of society. The call 

aims to fund excellent research that is collaborative, transnational, 

interdisciplinary and innovative. The total budget for the call for 

transnational projects is approximately 4.5 million Euros.

UK Component c. 

€200k (TBC)
30 Nov 17

Council for British Research in the Levant Centennial awards

http://cbrl.org.uk/funding-and-jobs/project-

awards

These support research or events focusing on the history of British 

scholarship in the area and early Mandate history, society and politics. 

Awards to individuals are worth up to £2,000 each, and to teams up to 

£5,000 each. £5,000 30 Nov 17

ESRC

EqUIP call for collaborative research on 

sustainability, equity, wellbeing and 

cultural connections

http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding/funding-

opportunities/equip-call-for-collaborative-

research-on-sustainability-equity-wellbeing-and-

cultural-connections/

Research proposals should focus on societal challenges facing both India 

and the respective European countries, with suggested themes including, 

but not limited to, sustainability, equity, wellbeing and cultural 

connections. Funders strongly encourage interdisciplinary approaches 

across the social sciences and humanities (SSH) to address the themes of 

this call. Other disciplines can also be involved in proposals as long as 

overarching focus remains rooted in SSH. For further information on the 

call please contact Jude.Hill@bristol.ac.uk Not Specified 30 Nov 17

Huntington Library

FAU-Huntington graduate research 

fellowships

https://www.historians.org/news-and-

advocacy/calendar/event-detail?eventId=1620

These enable fellows to spend one month at each library to use their 

collections, which are particularly strong in Anglo-American political 

philosophy, the American and French revolutions, the English Civil War, 

and religion and reform movements. Three fellowships, worth USD 5,500 

each, are available. USD 5,500 30 Nov 17

JPI Cultural Heritage and Global Change Heritage in changing environments call

http://www.jpi-

culturalheritage.eu/2017/07/heritage-changing-

environment-call-pre-announcement/

This supports projects that are concerned with the physical, social, 

economic, political and cultural changing environments of heritage. The 

total budget is approximately €4.5 million. 

Not specified 30 Nov 17

Collated by the Research Development team, RED

Please address queries to Emma Pritchard- Emma.Pritchard@bristol.ac.uk
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Research Councils UK
Newton-Colciencias UK-Colombia 

research partnerships

http://www.rcuk.ac.uk/international/newton/new

ton-rcuk-colciencias-research-partnerships-

call-2017-coming-soon/

Funding supports internationally competitive, transformative and high-

quality collaborative research projects which address areas related to 

post-conflict transitions in Colombia under three main themes:  

participation and inclusion, working towards reconciliation, and education 

for peacebuilding. Funding is worth up to £2 million from RCUK and up to 

COP 4 billions from Colciencias.

£400,000 30-Nov-17

Royal Geographical Society (with the 

Institute of British Geographers)
Field centre grants

http://www.rgs.org/OurWork/Grants/Expedition+fi

eldwork+and+independent+travel+grants/Field+Ce

ntre+Grants.htm

These support geographical field research carried out at international field 

centres, preferably in the world’s poorest countries. Grants are worth up 

to £5,000.

£5,000 30 Nov 17

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland Gunning jubilee gift
http://www.socantscot.org/grant-prize/gunning-

jubilee-gift/

This enables experts to visit museums, collections or materials of 

archaeological science at home or abroad for the purposes of Scottish-

related historical investigation and research. The grant is worth up to 

£2,000 over three years, however larger grants may be provided. 

£2,000 30 Nov 17

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland Angus Graham grant
http://www.socantscot.org/grant-prize/angus-

graham-grant/

This supports research on all aspects of archaeological and historical 

research within or directly related to Scotland, as well as assists in 

exceptional circumstances with the preparation of additional data and the 

presentation of material for publication in the society’s journal 

Proceedings. The grant is worth up to £2,000 over three years, however 

larger grants may be provided. 

£2,000 30 Nov 17

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland Sir George MacDonald grant
http://www.socantscot.org/grant-prize/sir-george-

macdonald-grant/

This supports research in to to all aspects of archaeological and historical 

research within, or directly relating to Scotland, except direct publication 

costs and rescue archaeological fieldwork. The grant is worth up to 

£2,000 over three years, however larger grants may be provided. 

£2,000 30 Nov 17

Toshiba International Foundation Grants
https://www.toshibafoundation.com/apply/grant

sapplication.html

These support projects that promote understanding of Japan. The 

supported project or discrete part of the project should be completed in 

one fiscal year. Funding for discrete parts of continuing projects may be 

awarded for up to three years.

Not specified 30-Nov-17

Bibliographical Society of America Katharine Pantzer senior fellowship http://www.bibsocamer.org/fellows.htm

This supports research in topics related to book production and 

distribution in Britain during the hand-press period as well as studies of 

authorship, reading and collecting based on the examination of British 

books published in that period, with a special emphasis on descriptive 

bibliography. The fellowship is worth USD 6,000. USD 6,000 01 Dec 17

Bibliographical Society of America Short-term fellowships http://www.bibsocamer.org/fellows.htm

These support bibliographical inquiry and research in the history of the 

book trades and publishing history. All fellowships are worth USD 3,000. USD 3,000 01 Dec 17

European Holocaust Research 

Infrastructure

Fellowships at the Center for Holocaust 

Studies at the Institute for 

Contemporary History

https://www.ehri-project.eu/2018-fellowships-

center-holocaust-studies-institute-contemporary-

history-munich

These support international Holocaust research by enabling researchers to 

stay at the Center for Holocaust Studies in Munich. Fellowships are worth 

up to €5,000 a month for up to 12 months. Not specified 01 Dec 17

Gerda Henkel Foundation

Special programme on security, society 

and the state – research projects

http://www.gerda-henkel-stiftung.de/application-

for-research-projects?page_id=74877

This supports research projects relating to specific thematic focus areas 

within the fields of security, society and the state. Grants may cover costs 

for personnel, travel, materials or other costs. Not specified 01 Dec 17

Gerda Henkel Foundation
Special programme on security, society 

and the state – research scholarships

http://www.gerda-henkel-stiftung.de/application-

for-research-scholarships?page_id=75303

This programme targets new security-related issues that are prime 

examples of the post-Cold-War era but have been largely neglected in 

mainstream research. Scholarships are worth up to €64,800 for up to 24 

months, plus travel and material expenses.

Not specified 01 Dec 17

Japan Society for the Promotion of 

Science

Short-term pre- or postdoctoral 

fellowships for foreign researchers

http://www.jsps.org/funding/2017/10/jsps-

london-call-for-the-short-term-prepostdoctoral-

fellowship-for-foreign-researchers-fy2018-first-

call.html

These provide the opportunity for short-term visits for pre- and 

postdoctoral researchers to conduct cooperative research with research 

groups at Japanese universities and institutions. Fellowships may last one 

to 12 months and provide monthly allowances, a settling-in allowance, 

insurance and cover travel expenses. Not specified 01 Dec 17

Japan Society for the Promotion of 

Science (JSPS)

Short Term Pre/Postdoctoral Fellowship 

for Foreign Researchers

http://www.jsps.org/funding/2017/10/jsps-

london-call-for-the-short-term-prepostdoctoral-

fellowship-for-foreign-researchers-fy2018-first-

call.html

This Programme provides the opportunity for short-term visits for pre and 

postdoctoral UK researchers and researchers from Europe, North 

America and Canada based in the UK to conduct cooperative research 

with leading research groups at Japanese Universities and Institutions. 

The Programme is designed to provide researchers with first-hand 

experience of the research and living environment in Japan, whilst 

expanding academic exchange between Japan and the United Kingdom. 

Researchers from all fields of sciences including humanities and social 

sciences are eligible to apply. Awards will cover visits of 1 to 12 months.

Not specified 01-Dec-17

Research Society for Victorian 

Periodicals
Curran fellowships http://rs4vp.org/curran-fellowship/

These provide financial aid for research and travel in order to use primary 

sources for the exploration of the British periodical press between 1780 

and 1914. Fellowships are worth up to USD 5,000 each and cover 

expenses directly related to research, such as transportation, lodging, 

photocopies, scanning and database subscriptions.

USD 5,000 01 Dec 17

University of London Short-term fellowships

http://warburg.sas.ac.uk/research/short-term-

research-fellowships

These enable fellows to conduct interdisciplinary research related to 

cultural history. Fellowships are worth £2,800 each for two months, 

£4,000 for three months and £5,200 for four months. £5,200 01 Dec 17

Council for British Research in the Levant Pilot study research awards

http://www.cbrl.org.uk/funding-jobs/project-

awards.aspx

These enable postdoctoral scholars to undertake research in the fields of 

the humanities and social sciences, in Cyprus, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, 

Palestine or Syria. Awards are worth up to £7,500 each over one year, and 

may cover travel, round tables, seminars, or initial exploratory fieldwork 

and research. £7,500 04 Dec 17

Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust Northern Ireland programme grants http://www.jrct.org.uk/northern-ireland

These support work that contributes to the ongoing transformation of the 

Northern Ireland conflict. Not Specified 04 Dec 17

Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust

Power and accountability programme 

grants http://www.jrct.org.uk/power-and-accountability

These support projects that aim to create a world in which power is more 

equally shared and in which powerful institutions are responsive and 

accountable to wider society and aligned with the long-term public 

interest. Not Specified 04 Dec 17

Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust Sustainable future programme grants http://www.jrct.org.uk/sustainable-future

These support projects that develop and promote sustainable, low-carbon 

alternatives to the current consumerist and growth-based paradigm. Not Specified 04 Dec 17

Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust Cross-cutting grants https://www.jrct.org.uk/funding-priorities

These support work that directly relates to more than one of the 

organisation’s priority areas. Not Specified 04 Dec 17

British Academy

JSPS postdoctoral fellowships for 

overseas researchers

https://www.britac.ac.uk/jsps-postdoctoral-

fellowship-programme-overseas-researchers-2018

These enable early-career postdoctoral researchers to conduct 

cooperative research in Japan with leading research groups in Japanese 

universities and other institutions, under the guidance of a host. 

Fellowships are tenable from one to two years and provide a round-trip air 

ticket, a monthly maintenance stipend, a settling-in allowance, a research 

grant, and an overseas accident and sickness insurance coverage. Not specified 06 Dec 17

Research Development (RED)

Grants Workshop 1:  Introduction to 

Research Grant Applications: ARTS 

and Social Science and Law  faculties

sam.lambshead@bristol.ac.uk

Colleagues from the Research & Enterprise Development (RED) Office 

will be running Grants Workshop 1 in the Arts Complex, Woodland Road 

between 14:00 and 17:00 on 6 December 2017.The workshop is suitable 

for anyone in Faculties of Arts or Social Sciences and Law starting to 

look towards research funding, regardless of career stage. The session will 

be covering 

•        An overview of key research funders and their schemes

•        Application processes (internal and external, and including finance)

•        Research Development support at Bristol 

•        What makes a good proposal (including examples of unsuccessful 

and successful proposals).

•        Any questions attendees might have. 

Those wishing to attend should email Sam Lambshead 

sam.lambshead@bristol.ac.uk to book a space.  

N/A 06-Dec-17

Arts and Humanities Research Council
Newton-Bhabha UK-India cultural 

heritage and rapid urbanisation in India

http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/cur

rent/cultural-heritage-and-rapid-urbanisation-

in-india/

This enables researchers in the UK and India to collaborate on joint 

research projects which address critical issues concerning cultural 

heritage, history and urbanisation in India. Funding for UK applicants is 

worth up to £200,000 at 80 per cent full economic cost for projects up to 

two years.

£200,000 07-Dec-17

Collated by the Research Development team, RED

Please address queries to Emma Pritchard- Emma.Pritchard@bristol.ac.uk
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NIH: Fogarty International Center

Reducing stigma to improve HIV/AIDS 

prevention, treatment and care in low 

and middle-income countries (R21)

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PAR-

17-474.html

This aims to stimulate research on interventions to reduce HIV/AIDS-

associated stigma and its impact on the prevention and treatment of 

HIV/AIDS and on the quality of life of people living with HIV/AIDS. 

Application budgets are limited to up to USD 125,000 per year in direct 

costs. Applicants may request a project period of up to two years. USD 250,000 11 Dec 17

University of Bristol Brigstow Institute Seed corn funding http://www.bristol.ac.uk/brigstow/funding/

This call for seed-corn projects is to provide support that gives people with 

brilliant ideas a chance to work with others to experiment with those. We 

invite applications from academics at any and every stage of their career, 

and are just as keen to support brand new partnerships, as well as to 

extend the ambition of existing research teams. Not Specified 11 Dec 17

Jean Golding Institute (UoB) Data visualisation challenge

http://www.bristol.ac.uk/golding/research/data-

competitions/data-visualisation-challenge-

2017--2018/

The Jean Golding Institute, in association with the Bristol VR lab and We 

The Curious, aim to stimulate a community interested in science content 

development based on state-of-the-art science and the latest VR, AR 

and/or 3600 data visualisation techniques. Researchers are sought that 

are producing or have produced complex datasets and have interesting 

research questions that may be investigated/explained using data 

visualisation in 360o and/or VR.

The deadline for Expressions of Interest is 15th December, and there will 

be a workshop and team formation in January.

Not specified 15-Dec-17

Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust Peace and security programme grants http://www.jrct.org.uk/peace-and-security

These support projects that aim to shift the UK defence and security 

paradigm towards approaches based on participatory and accountable 

governance, human rights, non-violence, diplomacy, mediation and 

environmental sustainability. Not Specified 18 Dec 17

British Academy Newton mobility grants

https://www.britac.ac.uk/sites/default/files/Newto

n%20Mobility%20Grants%20Scheme%20Notes%20

RD3%202017%20-

%20Brazil%20Mexico%20South%20Africa%20and%

20Turkey%20%28Final%20Version%29_0.pdf

Grants provide support to host international researchers in the UK to 

establish and develop collaboration with UK researchers around a specific 

jointly defined research project. One-year awards suited to initiate new 

collaborative partnerships or new initiatives between scholars who have 

collaborated in the past. If interested in this call please email 

s.glasser@bristol.ac.uk £10,000 20 Dec 17

British Academy Newton Advanced Fellowships

https://www.britac.ac.uk/sites/default/files/Newto

n%20Advanced%20Fellowship%20Scheme%20Not

es%20RD3%202017%20-

%20Brazil%20Mexico%20South%20Africa%20and%

20Turkey%20%28Final%20Version%29.pdf

Scheme aims to recognise and support mid-career group and network 

leaders in partner countries to develop their research by linking them with 

research groups and networks in the UK. If interested in this call please 

email s.glasser@bristol.ac.uk

Max award £74,000 

for 2 year period (or

37,000 per year)

20 Dec 17

Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust Rights and justice programme grants http://www.jrct.org.uk/rights-and-justice

These support projects on the rights of vulnerable racial and religious 

minorities, to hold governments to account and to strengthen the hand of 

those advocating with and for these communities. Not Specified 21 Dec 17

Bibliographical Society Major grants
http://www.bibsoc.org.uk/fellowships/major-

grants
These support bibliographical research. Grants are worth up to £2,000. £2,000 05-Jan-18

Bibliographical Society
Katharine F Pantzer Jr research 

fellowship

http://www.bibsoc.org.uk/fellowships/katharine-

f-pantzer-jr-research-awards

This supports research within the field of bibliographical or book-historical 

study of the printed book in the hand-press period up to circa 1830. The 

fellowship is worth up to £4,000 and assists with both immediate research 

needs, such as microfilms or travelling expenses, as well as longer-term 

support, such as prolonged visits to libraries and archives.  

£4,000 05-Jan-18

British Association for American Studies

Eccles Centre visiting fellow in North 

American studies

http://www.baas.ac.uk/awards/eccles-centre-

visiting-professorships-fellowships-and-

postgraduate-awards-2011/

This enables postdoctoral scholars in any field of North American studies 

to use the British Library collections. The award is worth £2,250 for at least 

one month. £2,250 05 Jan 18

Expeditions

Summer school for anthropologists 

scholarship

http://www.anthropologyfieldschool.org/info/scho

larship/scholarship.html

This enables researchers to participate in a multidisciplinary research 

project on the isle of Gozo, Malta. Scholarships are worth up to €20,000 to 

cover part or all of the tuition fee for the 2018 summer school. € 20,000 05 Jan 18

NIH: National Human Genome 

Research Institute

Ethical, legal and social implications of 

genomics research small research grant 

programme (R03): AIDS-related

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-

17-324.html

This supports small-scale AIDS-related studies on the ethical, legal and 

social implications of human genome research. Application budgets are 

limited to no more than USD 50,000 in direct costs per year. The 

maximum project period is two years.

USD 100,000 07 Jan 18

NIH: National Human Genome 

Research Institute

Ethical, legal and social implications of 

genomics research 

exploratory/developmental research 

programme (R21): AIDS-related

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-

17-323.html

This supports AIDS-related studies on the ethical, legal and social 

implications of human genome research. Application budgets are limited 

to USD 275,000 in direct costs for up to two years.

USD 275,000 07 Jan 18

Wellcome Trust
Investigator awards in humanities and 

social sciences

https://wellcome.ac.uk/funding/investigator-

awards-humanities-and-social-science

These support researchers in established posts at all career stages 

working on important questions of relevance to health. Awards range from 

under £300,000 to £1 million each over a maximum period of five years.  

£1,000,000 09 Jan 18

Wellcome Trust
Collaborative awards in humanities and 

social science

https://wellcome.ac.uk/funding/collaborative-

awards-humanities-and-social-science

These support teams who are tackling major health-related questions in 

the humanities and social sciences that require a collaborative approach. 

Awards are normally worth between £1 million and £1.5m each over a 

maximum period of five years.

£1,500,000 09 Jan 18

Rijksmuseum Johan Huizinga fellowship

https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en/johan-huizinga-

fellowship

This supports postgraduates in conducting historical research into objects 

in the Rijksmuseum collection. The fellowship includes a stipend of 

€16,500 for a period of six months. € 16,500 14 Jan 18

Bielefeld University Visiting fellowships

http://www.uni-

bielefeld.de/bghs/Ausschreibungen/visiting_fellow

ships.html

These allow doctoral researchers from other countries to work at the 

graduate school for four months to promote international scientific and 

cultural exchange. The fellowship consists of a stipend worth €2,800 for 

four months and includes travel costs and a computer work station. £4,800 15 Jan 18

Council for British Research in the Levant Visiting research fellowships http://cbrl.org.uk/funding-and-jobs/fellowships

These support doctoral and postdoctoral research in the arts, humanities 

and social sciences to be undertaken in the Levant. Fellowships cover 

accommodation, airfare, research expenses and access to local research 

facilities. Not specified 15 Jan 18

European Holocaust Research 

Infrastructure

Joint Distribution Committee archives 

fellowships

https://ehri-project.eu/jdc-archives-fellowships-

call-2018

These support research into Jewish history in the Joint Distribution 

Committee archives, either in New York or in Jerusalem. Five fellowships 

worth between USD 2,000 and USD 5,000 will be awarded. USD 5,000 15 Jan 18

Hans Rausing Endangered Languages 

Project Major documentation project http://www.eldp.net/application/

This enables researchers to undertake projects on the topic of endangered 

languages. Grants are worth between £10,000 and £150,000 each for a 

period of six months to three years. £150,000 15 Jan 18

Society of Antiquaries Research and travel grants http://www.sal.org.uk/grants/

These support antiquarian, archaeological, architectural, art history, 

documentary and other research projects focusing on material cultural 

heritage. Grants are worth between £350 and £10,500. £10,500 15 Jan 18

Horizon 2020: Excellent Science

H2020-MSCA-ITN-2018 Marie 

Sklodowska-Curie innovative training 

networks, single stage

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/

desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/topics/msca-itn-

2018.html

This aims to raise excellence and structure research and doctoral training, 

extending the traditional academic research training setting. The total 

indicative budget is worth €442 million. Grants are worth €39,240 a year 

for up to 36 months. For more infomation please contact the EU team, 

tom.bowker@bristol.ac.uk, helen.jordan@bristol.ac.uk, 

tiernan.williams@bristol.ac.uk Not specified 17 Jan 18
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Gerda Henkel Stiftung gerda Henkle Prize

https://www.gerda-henkel-

stiftung.de/nomination?page_id=93600&language

=en

The Foundation invites scholars of universities worldwide, as well as 

renowned cultural and academic institutions, to nominate qualified 

candidates. The prize is open to scholars from all countries. Self-

nominations cannot be accepted. Neither members of the Foundation 

Committees or the jury nor employees of the Gerda Henkel Foundation 

may participate in the nomination process or be nominated for the prize. Not specified 19 Jan 18

Arts and Humanities Research Council International Placment Scheme 
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/cur

rent/international-placement-scheme-2018/

The International Placement Scheme (IPS) is an annual programme 

providing Research Fellowships to AHRC/ESRC-funded doctoral 

students, early career researchers and doctoral-level research assistants.

The purpose of the Call (described as an ‘IPS Fellowship’) is to provide 

early career researchers (ECR), doctoral level research assistants and 

AHRC/ESRC funded doctoral students with dedicated access to the 

internationally renowned collections/ programmes/ expertise held at the 

IPS institutions. These IPS institutions are seven world-leading, 

international institutions:

Harry Ransom Center (HRC), The University of Texas at Austin, USA,The 

Huntington Library, California, USA, The Library of Congress (LoC), 

Washington DC, USA, National Institutes for the Humanities (NIHU), 

Japan, Shanghai Theatre Academy (STA), Shanghai, China, Smithsonian 

Institution, Washington D.C., USA,The Yale Center for British Art (YCBA), 

Connecticut, USA

Please contact Sam Lambshead sam.lambshead@bristol.ac.uk if you are 

interested in applying  

varies - travel costs and 

living stipend 
25-Jan-18

Arts and Humanities Research Council/ 

ESRC International placement scheme

http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/curr

ent/international-placement-scheme-2018/

This provides funded research fellowships for doctoral students, doctoral-

level research assistants and early-career researchers at leading 

international research institutions. Fellowships are worth up to £8,070 

each. £8,070 25 Jan 18

Society for the Promotion of Roman 

Studies

Grants for the archaeology and art 

history of the Roman Empire and 

Roman Britain

http://www.romansociety.org/grants-

prizes/audrey-barrie-brown-memorial-fund-

donald-atkinson-fund.html

These support research projects related to archaeology and art history of 

the Roman Empire and Roman Britain, as well as educational programs 

such as conferences, outreach events and publications. Grants are worth 

up to £10,000 each.

£10,000 31-Jan-18

Sussex Archaeological Society Margary research grants http://sussexpast.co.uk/research/margary-grant

These support research into the history or archaeology of East and West 

Sussex, including regional projects of which the study of the two counties 

forms a significant component. Grants are worth up to £1,500 each, and 

may cover equipment and materials. In exceptional cases, projects may be 

awarded a higher amount. £1,500 31 Jan 18

British Institute for the Study of Iraq Research and conference grants

http://www.bisi.ac.uk/content/research-and-

conference-grants

These support research and conferences that focus on the lands and 

peoples of Iraq in any field of arts, the humanities and social sciences in 

any time period from prehistory to the present day. Grants are worth up 

to £4,000 and cover the cost of equipment, travel expenses and 

consultancy fees. £4,000 01 Feb 18

NIH: National Center for 

Complementary and Integrative Health

Fundamental science research on mind 

and body approaches (R21 – clinical trial 

optional)

https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/pa-files/PA-

18-322.html

This investigates the fundamental science of mind and body approaches, 

body-based approaches, meditative exercise, art and music therapies, or 

integrative approaches combining several components. The combined 

budget for direct costs for the two-year project period may not exceed 

USD 275,000. No more than USD 200,000 may be requested in any single 

year. USD 275,000 16 Feb 18

Royal Geographical Society (with the 

Institute of British Geographers)
Gilchrist fieldwork award

http://www.rgs.org/OurWork/Grants/Research/Gil

christ+Fieldwork+Award.htm

This supports original and challenging overseas fieldwork related to 

geography, and carried out by small teams of university academics and 

researchers. The award is worth £15,000, and the research should involve 

a single field season of at least six weeks' duration. 

£15,000 22 Feb 18

CONFAP (Brazil) Newton Fund research call

http://confap.org.br/news/wp-

content/uploads/2017/10/CONFAP_Academies-

Call_2017_final.pdf

Brazilian state funding gencies are launching a call for proposals offering 

support to researchers based in UK University and Research Institutions, 

who are willing to work in research institution in Brazil, in collaboration 

with local colleagues. If interested in this call please email 

s.glasser@bristol.ac.uk 

Dependant on 

meeting 

various criteria

28 Feb 18

Research Councils UK
Cross-disciplinary mental health 

network plus awards

http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding/funding-

opportunities/cross-disciplinary-mental-health-

network-plus-call/

This supports novel and transformative engagement and research that 

will collectively and collaboratively bring together the relevant expertise to 

address specific research questions relating to mental health. Between six 

and ten awards worth up to £1.25m each over 48 months, are available. 

There will be a major bids process in place for this call. If you are 

interested in applying, contact jacqui.oakley@bristol.ac.uk.

£1,250,000 22-Mar-18

Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and 

Sciences (KNAW) | Koninklijke 

Nederlandse Akademie van 

Wetenschappen

J Gonda Fund Foundation grants
https://www.knaw.nl/en/prijzen/subsidies/gonda

-fonds?set_language=en

These support the scholarly study of Sanskrit, other Indian languages and 

literature, and Indian cultural history. PhD grants are worth up to €10,000 

each and the fellowship grant is worth up €2,000 per month.

€12,000 01-Apr-18

Wellcome Trust Research bursaries
https://wellcome.ac.uk/funding/research-

bursaries

These support individuals working on small- and medium-scale research 

projects based on library or archive collections supported by the trust. 

Bursaries are usually worth between £5,000 and £25,000 each and may 

contribute towards travel, subsistence and research expenses.

£25,000 02-Apr-18

Institute of Historical Research Jewish history postdoctoral fellowship
http://www.history.ac.uk/fellowships/jewish-

history-postdoctoral-fellowship

This enables a postdoctoral fellow in Jewish history to develop their 

doctoral research for publication or to work on a postdoctoral project. The 

fellowship stipend is worth £22,000 in the first year and £23,000 in the 

second year. In addition, there is a research allowance of £4,000 per year.

£53,000 06 May 18

Arts and Humanities Research Council

UKRI innovation fellowships – AHRC 

leadership fellows highlight notice

http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/curr

ent/ecr-highlight-notice-in-the-ahrc-leadership-

fellowships-scheme/

These enable early-career researchers to carry out research in relevant 

focus topics, in order to support the research leaders of the future and 

enable them to undertake major new innovation orientated, intellectual 

endeavours. Fellowships are worth between £50,000 and £250,000 each 

at full economic costing over six to 24 months. £250,000 31 May 18

ESRC New Investigator Grants

http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding/funding-

opportunities/new-investigator-grants/

New Investigator Grants form one element of our support for early career 

researchers and the scheme is specifically aimed at supporting those 

looking to make the transition to an independent researcher through 

managing their first major research project. These grants replace our 

Future Research Leaders scheme. The University of Bristol has a major 

bids process in place for this call. Internal deadline is the 5pm 22nd 

February 

(https://www.bris.ac.uk/red/development/opportunities/major-

bids/majorbidscurrent.html#esrcnewinvestigator). If you have any 

questions, please contact sam.lambshead@bristol.ac.uk Not specified 01 Jun 18

Mikhail Prokhorov Foundation Support for the translation of Russian 

fiction, poetry and non-fiction
http://www.prokhorovfund.com/projects/own/19

5/

Grants support the translation of Russian texts in the liberal arts, 

including history, philosophy, political science and sociology, as well as 

fiction, poetry and children's literature. Funding covers full or partial 

acquisition of rights and full or partial payment for translation. For non-

fiction, grants also cover partial payment for the editorial and printing 

expenses linked to the publication.

Not specified  Not specified  

National Geographic Society Conservation trust grants http://www.nationalgeographic.com/field/grants

-programs/conservation-trust-application.html

The trust will fund projects that contribute significantly to the preservation 

and sustainable use of the Earth's biological, cultural, and historical 

resources. Grant amounts vary greatly with most ranging from 

US$15,000 to US$20,000.

US$20,000  Not specified  

National Geographic Society Committee for research and exploration 

grants 
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/field/grants

-programs/cre/

All proposed projects must have both a geographical dimension and 

relevance to other scientific fields and be of broad scientific interest. 

Applications are generally limited to the following disciplines: 

anthropology, archaeology, astronomy, biology, botany, geography, 

geology, oceanography, paleontology, and zoology.  

In addition the committee is emphasizing multidisciplinary projects that 

address environmental issues (e.g., loss of biodiversity and habitat, 

effects of human-population pressures).  

Most grants range from US$15,000 to US$20,000.

US$20,000  Not specified  

Society for French Studies Visiting international fellowship award http://www.sfs.ac.uk/funding-visiting-

fellowships/

This aims to encourage the internationalisation of French Studies in the 

UK and Ireland through engagement with those active outside the UK, by 

enabling an academic in the French studies field based in an overseas 

university to spend time at a UK or Irish university or HEI. The award is 

worth up to £2,500.

£2,500 01/04/2015 (Annual)

Collated by the Research Development team, RED
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ESRC

EqUIP call for collaborative research on 

sustainability, equity, wellbeing and 

cultural connections - Pre call 

annoucnment

http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding/funding-

opportunities/equip-call-for-collaborative-

research-on-sustainability-equity-wellbeing-and-

cultural-connections/

Pre Call announcment - The call aims to bring together social science and 

humanities funders in India and Europe to support excellent and 

innovative research on sustainability, equity, wellbeing and cultural 

connections. The emphasis of the research will be on Indian and European 

dimensions, in both contemporary and historical context. Contact Jude 

Hill jude.hill@bristol.ac.uk to register your interest.

€ 900,000.00 c. November 2017

AHRC

Multilingualism: Empowering 

Individuals, Transforming Societies 

(MEITS)

http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/cur

rent/funding-call-multilingualism-empowering-

individuals-transforming-societies-meits/

MEITS is an exciting multidisciplinary project funded by the AHRC under its Open 

World Research

Initiative (OWRI). It includes six research strands which explore multilingualism from 

a range of

perspectives (S1. Arts of identity: literature, cinema, culture and citizenship in a 

globalizing Europe;

S2. Standard languages, norms and variation: comparative perspectives in 

multilingual contexts; S3.

Sociolinguistic perspectives on multilingualism: identity, diversity and social cohesion; 

S4. The

influence of multilingual identity on foreign language learning; S5. Language learning 

across the

lifespan: the role of age, language-specific factors and learning experience on 

language acquisition;

S6. Multilingualism and cognition: implications for motivation, health and well-being). 

The project

has a number of key non-HEI partners and there is an important policy and public 

engagement

dimension to the work. We particularly welcome applications from Early Career 

Researchers

(as defined on p. 53 of the AHRC funding guide: 

ahrc.ac.uk/documents/guides/research-fundingguide/)

and from institutions which are not involved in any of the four OWRI projects. In 

addition,

projects which come from scholars working in literature, cultural studies and visual 

culture, which

explore the MEITS themes in relation to these areas, will be given priority. We are 

also looking for

proposals which will be able to contribute expertise and material for our proposed pop-

up museum

of languages.

Grants are available to support primary research, and there should be clear outputs 

and outcomes

from this work.

£10,000.00 EOI 30th Sept 2017

Furniture History Society Grants for major projects
http://www.furniturehistorysociety.org/grants/gra

nts-for-major-projects/

These support scholarship, research and dissemination of knowledge in 

the history of furniture and interiors. Grants are worth up to £10,000 per 

year for up to three years.

£30,000 None

International Psychoanalytical 

Association Inter-regional visiting scholars grants

http://www.ipa.world/IPA/en/Psychoanalytic_The

ory/CAPSA/CAPSA__The_Inter-

Regional_Speakers_Fund_

These enable societies to invite a psychoanalyst from another region to be 

a visiting scholar to encourage debate on different psychoanalytic 

perspectives and enhance understanding of clinical process and theory. 

Grants cover travel expenses worth up to USD 2,000. Not Specified None
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation Humboldt research fellowships for 

postdoctoral researchers
http://www.avh.de/web/humboldt-fellowship-

postdoc.html

These enable scholars of all nationalities and disciplines to conduct 

research at a laboratory of their choice in Germany for a period of six to 

24 months. The fellowship is worth EURO 2,650 per month, plus a 

research allowance of up to EURO 800 per month. Travel costs, a 

language fellowship, family allowances and a Europe allowance are also 

available.

Not specified Not specified

Alexander von Humboldt Foundation Humboldt research awards to 

outstanding scholars residing outside 

Germany

http://www.humboldt-

foundation.de/pls/web/wt_show.text_page?p_te

xt_id=6446

Enable foreign scientists/scholars with internationally recognised 

academic qualifications to conduct an original research project in close 

collaboration with an appropriate colleague in Germany. Academics 

regardless of their discipline or nationality, may be nominated. 

Nominations may be submitted by established academics in Germany. 

Direct applications are not accepted.

€ 60,000.00 Not specified

Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung Humboldt research fellowship for 

experienced researchers
http://www.humboldt-

foundation.de/web/humboldt-fellowship-

experienced.html

This enables scientists and scholars from all disciplines and countries to 

conduct projects lasting for six to 18 months at a research institution in 

Germany. Funding is worth EURO 3,150 per month, including a mobility 

lump sum and contribution towards health and liability insurance, plus an 

allowance for research costs of EURO 800 per month for projects in the 

natural sciences and engineering or EURO 500 per month for projects in 

the humanities and social sciences. 

Not specified Not specified

Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung  - 

Alexander von Humboldt Foundation

Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel research 

awards
http://www.humboldt-

foundation.de/web/bessel-award.html

These are given to internationally renowned academics in recognition of 

their outstanding accomplishments in research to date and their 

exceptional promise for the future. Up to 25 awards are available, worth 

Euro45,000 each. Award winners are also invited to conduct a six to 12 

months research project of their own choosing in Germany in close 

collaboration with a specialist colleague.

Not specified Not specified

Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung – 

Alexander von Humboldt Foundation

Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel research 

awards

http://www.humboldt-

foundation.de/web/bessel-award.html

These are given to internationally renowned academics in recognition of 

their accomplishments in research to date and their promise for the 

future. Around 20 awards, worth €45,000 each, are available. Award 

winners are also invited to conduct a six to 12 months research project of 

their own choosing in Germany in close collaboration with a specialist 

colleague. Further expenditures for the stay in Germany, such as travel or 

language courses, are also covered.

€45,000 Not specified

Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung – 

Alexander von Humboldt Foundation

Humboldt research awards to 

outstanding scholars residing outside 

Germany

http://www.humboldt-

foundation.de/pls/web/wt_show.text_page?p_te

xt_id=6446

These enable foreign scientists and scholars from all disciplines and 

countries, with internationally recognised academic qualifications, to 

conduct an original research project in close collaboration with an 

appropriate colleague in Germany. The maximum award is €60,000, plus 

funding for additional expenditures such as language courses or travel.

Not specified Not specified

Allen Lane Foundation Grants http://allenlane.org.uk/our-grants/

These support research and educational activities aimed at changing 

public attitudes or policy, making positive changes and reducing isolation, 

stigma and discrimination of particular groups in society. The focus is 

currently on adults within eight beneficiary groups: Asylum seekers and 

refugees; Gypsies and Travellers; LGBTQ communities; Migrant 

communities; Offenders and ex-offenders; Older people; People 

experiencing mental health problems; People experiencing violence or 

abuse. Grants are worth up to £15,000 for up to three years.

£15,000 Not specified

American Museum of Natural History Frank M Chapman collection study 

grants
http://www.amnh.org/our-research/vertebrate-

zoology/ornithology/grants

These grants are awarded to avian systematists without other funds who 

wish to perform research on the specimens in the Ornithological 

Collections of the American Museum of Natural History. Award amounts 

generally range between US$500 and US$1,500.  

$1,500 Not specified

Archives and Records Association UK 

and Ireland

Research, development and advocacy 

fund
http://www.archives.org.uk/research-

funding/research-funding.html

Grants awarded from this fund are made to to support projects involving 

the creation, use, administration and conservation of archives and 

records, and for articulating and advocating the unique identity, role and 

contribution of records and archives. Support may be provided for up to 

100 per cent for projects of £3,000 or less, and up to 75 per cent for all 

other applications.

Not specified Not specified

Archives and Records Association UK 

and Ireland

Research fund http://www.archives.org.uk/research-

funding/research-funding.html

Grants awarded from this fund are made to support archival research 

such as education, training, procedures, policies, accessibility, the 

gathering of information and related subjects.

£3,000 Not specified

Arnold Schönberg Center Private 

Foundation
Avenir Foundation research grants

http://www.schoenberg.at/index.php/en/forschu

ng-2/forschungsbeihilfe

These support scholarly and archival research related to the life and work 

of Schönberg. Grants last for two weeks and cover travel and 

accommodation costs.

Not Specified Not Specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council

Leadership fellows scheme – standard 

route

http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/cur

rent/leadershipfellows/

This enables researchers to develop their capabilities as leaders, to carry 

out work with a potential to generate a transformative impact on their 

discipline, and to develop and undertake leadership activities that are 

connected to their research. Grants are worth between £50,000 and 

£250,000 for a period of six to 18 months. £250,000

Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council Research networking

http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/cur

rent/researchnetworking/

This encourages discussion and exchange of ideas on a specified 

thematic area, issue or problem through facilitating a short-term series of 

workshops, seminars, networking activities or other events. Grants are 

worth up to £30,000 each over two years. An additional £15,000 full 

economic cost may be provided. £45,000

Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council
Follow-on funding for impact and 

engagement scheme

http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/cur

rent/followonfunding/

These support innovative and creative engagements with new audiences 

and user communities that stimulate pathways to impact within the area 

of arts and humanities. Grants are worth up to £100,000 over a maximum 

period of one year. Smaller grants of up to £30,000 may be awarded for 

shorter or higher risk activities. If you are interested in applying to this 

call, please contact Esther.Brown@bristol.ac.uk.

£100,000 Not specified
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Funding Opportunities for the Faculty of Arts

Arts and Humanities Research Council Research grants – early-career route
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/cur

rent/researchgrantsearlycareers/

These enable individual researchers to collaborate with, and bring 

benefits to, other individuals and organisations through the conduct of 

research related to the arts and humanities, and support researchers at 

the start of their careers in gaining experience of managing and leading 

research projects. Grants are worth between £50,000 and £250,000 over 

a maximum period of five years. For the Faculty of Arts: If you are 

interested in applying, please contact Valerie Aspin 

(valerie.aspin@bristol.ac.uk) or Jean Pretlove 

(jean.pretlove@bristol.ac.uk). For FSSL please contact Patrick 

Lansley, p.lansley@bristol.ac.uk or Jude.Hill@bristol.ac.uk

£250,000 Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council Research grants – standard route
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/cur

rent/researchgrantsstandardroute/

These support research projects by enabling individual researchers to 

collaborate with, and bring benefits to, other individuals and organisations 

through the conduct of research related to the arts and humanities. 

Standard route grants are worth between £50,000 and £1 million for up to 

five years.  For the Faculty of Arts: If you are interested in applying, 

please contact Valerie Aspin (valerie.aspin@bristol.ac.uk) or Jean 

Pretlove (jean.pretlove@bristol.ac.uk).

£1,000,000 Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council
Collaborative research grants – São 

Paulo Research Foundation

http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/cur

rent/saopauloresearchfoundation/

These enable transnational British and Brazilian teams to carry out 

collaborative research projects. The overall proposal budget should not 

exceed £2m. Projects may last for up to 60 months.  For the Faculty of 

Arts: If you are interested in applying, please contact Valerie Aspin 

(valerie.aspin@bristol.ac.uk) or Jean Pretlove 

(jean.pretlove@bristol.ac.uk).

£1,800,000 Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council AMR in the indoor and built environment

http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/newsevents/events/calen

dar/amr-town-meeting/

The AHRC, working with RCUK partners, is leading on a funding call 

under Theme 3 of the UK cross-council AMR initiative, Understanding 

Real World Interactions. The call, focusing on AMR in the built and indoor 

environment will be launched in November 2016. The call is expected to 

be for full proposals for pump-priming awards of up to £250,000 and up 

to 36 months duration. The deadline is expected to be in February 2017 

with 8-12 projects likely to be funded. AHRC will be holding an all-day 

networking and information event in Central London on 30 November 

2016. The event will provide an opportunity to discuss research 

opportunities relevant to the call and for interested researchers and 

collaborators to network. Further details of the event and how to apply for 

a place can be found on the AHRC Events pages. £250,000 Not Specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council
Leadership fellows scheme – early-

career researchers

http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/cur

rent/leadershipfellowsecr/

This enables early-career researchers to develop their leadership 

experience and capabilities as they establish themselves and develop 

beyond doctoral and postdoctoral work, and to produce innovative 

research that moves significantly beyond doctoral projects. Grants are 

worth between £50,000 and £250,000 over a period of between six 

months and two years. 

£250,000 Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council AHRC/NSF lead agency agreement
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/cur

rent/rcuknsftwowayleadagency/

This supports interdisciplinary research of mutual interest and aims to 

facilitate the peer-review and joint funding of US-UK collaborative 

research. Projects costing up to £1,000,000 are funded by the AHRC at 

80 per cent full economic cost. Funding for the US part of the project 

must be in accordance with NSF’s normal funding rules.

Not Specified Not Specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council Research networking
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/cur

rent/researchnetworking/

This encourages discussion and exchange of ideas on a specified 

thematic area, issue or problem through facilitating a short-term series of 

workshops, seminars, networking activities or other events. Grants are 

worth up to £30,000 each over two years. An additional £15,000 full 

economic cost may be provided to cover the costs of any international 

participants or activities in addition to the scheme limit.

£45,000 Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council
Follow-on funding for impact and 

engagement scheme

http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/cur

rent/followonfunding/

These support innovative and creative engagements with new audiences 

and user communities that stimulate pathways to impact within the area 

of arts and humanities. Grants are worth up to £100,000 over a maximum 

period of one year. Smaller grants of up to £30,000 may be awarded for 

shorter or higher risk activities. Please note, this scheme is 

undersubscribed and has a good success rate.

£100,000 Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council Research grants – early-career route
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/cur

rent/researchgrantsearlycareers/

These enable individual researchers to collaborate with, and bring 

benefits to, other individuals and organisations through the conduct of 

research related to the arts and humanities, and support researchers at 

the start of their careers in gaining experience of managing and leading 

research projects. Grants are worth between £50,000 and £250,000 over 

a maximum period of five years.

£250,000 Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council Research grants – standard route
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/cur

rent/researchgrantsstandardroute/

These support research projects by enabling individual researchers to 

collaborate with, and bring benefits to, other individuals and organisations 

through the conduct of research related to the arts and humanities. 

Standard route grants are worth between £50,000 and £1 million for up to 

five years. 

£1,000,000 Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council
Collaborative research grants – São 

Paulo Research Foundation

http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/cur

rent/saopauloresearchfoundation/

These enable transnational British and Brazilian teams to apply for 

funding for collaborative research projects. The overall proposal budget 

should not exceed £2m. Projects may last for up to 60 months.

£1,800,000 Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council
Research grants – standard route and 

route for early-career researchers

http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/funding/opportunities/cur

rent/researchgrantsstandardroute/

These enable individual researchers to collaborate with, and bring 

benefits to, other individuals and organisations through the conduct of 

research related to the arts and humanities. Standard route grants are 

worth between £50,000 and £1 million, and early-career grants are worth 

between £50,000 and £250,000, over a maximum period of five years.

£1,000,000 Not Specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council
Leadership fellows scheme – standard 

route

http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/Funding-

Opportunities/Pages/Leadership-Fellows.aspx

This enables researchers to develop their capabilities as leaders, to carry 

out work with a potential to generate a transformative impact on their 

discipline, and to develop and undertake leadership activities that are 

connected to their research. Proposals should have a full economic cost 

of between £50,000 and £250,000. Fellowships cover up to 80 per cent 

fEC and are awarded for six to 18 months for full-time researchers. 

£200,000 Not Specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council
Leadership fellows scheme – early-

career researchers

http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/Funding-

Opportunities/Pages/Leadership-Fellows-

ECR.aspx

This enables early-career researchers to develop their leadership 

experience and capabilities as they establish themselves and develop 

beyond doctoral and postdoctoral work, and to produce innovative 

research that moves significantly beyond doctoral projects. Proposals 

should have a full economic cost of between £50,000 and £250,000. 

Fellowships cover up to 80 per cent fEC and are awarded for 24 months 

for full-time researchers. 

£200,000 Not Specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council Research grants – standard route and 

route for early career researchers
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/Funding-

Opportunities/Pages/Research-Grants---

Standard-Route.aspx

The scheme supports well-defined projects enabling individual 

researchers to collaborate with, and bring benefits to, other individuals 

and organisations through the conduct of research. Depending on the 

chosen route, funding is worth between £50,000 and £1 million over a 

maximum of five years.

£1,000,000 Not Specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council Collaborative research grants - São 

Paulo Research Foundation
http://rsrch.co/1ao6qhY These enable transnational British and Brazilian teams to apply for 

funding for collaborative research projects. The overall proposal budget 

should not exceed £2m. Projects may last for up to 60 months.

£1,800,000 Not Specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council Fellowships - standard http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/Funding-

Opportunities/Pages/Fellowships.aspx

The scheme provides salary and associated costs for periods of six to 18 

months, to enable an individual researcher to work on a specified 

research project or programme. Proposals for full economic costs of 

between £50,000 and £250,000 are invited.

£250,000 Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council Fellowships - early career researchers http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/Funding-

Opportunities/Pages/Fellowships---Early-

Career-Researchers.aspx

The scheme provides salary and associated costs for periods of six to 24 

months, to enable an individual researcher to work on a specified 

research project or programme. Proposals for full economic costs of 

between £50,000 and £250,000 may be submitted.

£250,000 Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council Follow-on funding for impact and 

engagement scheme
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/Funding-

Opportunities/Pages/Follow-on-Funding.aspx

This provides funding for innovative and creative engagements with new 

audiences and user communities that stimulate pathways to impact. 

Awards will be worth up to £100,000 over a maximum of 12 months.

£100,000 Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council Collaborative research grants - São 

Paulo Research Foundation
http://rsrch.co/1ao6qhY This scheme enables transnational British and Brazilian teams to apply 

for funding for collaborative research projects. The total of the whole 

proposal should not exceed £2 million.

Not specified Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council 

(AHRC)

Fellowships - standard http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/Funding-

Opportunities/Pages/Fellowships.aspx

The scheme provides salary and associated costs for periods of six to 18 

months, to enable an individual researcher to work on a specified 

research project or programme. 

£250,000 Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council 

(AHRC)

Follow-on funding for impact and 

engagement scheme
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/Funding-

Opportunities/Pages/Follow-on-Funding.aspx

The scheme provides funding for innovative and creative engagements 

with new audiences and user communities which stimulate pathways to 

impact. Awards will be worth up to £100,000 over a maximum of 12 

months.  For further information, please contact Andrew Wray 

(Andrew.Wray@bristol.ac.uk)

£100,000 Not specified
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Funding Opportunities for the Faculty of Arts

Arts and Humanities Research Council 

(AHRC)

Research networking http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/Funding-

Opportunities/Research-funding/Research-

networking-scheme/Pages/Research-

networking-scheme.aspx

The scheme is designed to encourage and enable discussion and 

development of ideas on a specified thematic area, issue or problem 

through new research networks or running a short-term series of 

workshops, seminars or similar events. Proposals of up to  £30,000 full 

economic costs for a period of up to two years may be submitted. An 

additional  £15,000 full economic cost may be sought.

£45,000 Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council 

(AHRC)

Collaborative research grants - SÃo 

Paulo Research Foundation
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/Funding-

Opportunities/Pages/S%C3%A3o-Paulo-

Research-Foundation-%28FAPESP%29.aspx

This scheme enables transnational teams to apply for funding for 

collaborative research projects. The total of the whole proposal should not 

exceed  £2 million.

£2,000,000 Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council 

(AHRC)

Research Grants - Early Career 

Researchers
http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/Funding-

Opportunities/Pages/Research-Grants---Early-

Careers.aspx

This route assists new researchers at the start of their careers in gaining 

experience of managing and leading research projects. Intended to 

support well-defined research projects enabling individual researchers to 

collaborate with, and bring benefits to, other individuals and organisations 

through the conduct of research. This scheme is not intended to support 

individual scholarship. 

£250,000 Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council 

(AHRC)

Research Grants - Standard Route http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/Funding-

Opportunities/Pages/Research-Grants---

Standard-Route.aspx

Intended to support well-defined research projects enabling individual 

researchers to collaborate with, and bring benefits to, other individuals 

and organisations through the conduct of research. This scheme is not 

intended to support individual scholarship

£1,000,000 Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council 

(AHRC)

Fellowships http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/Funding-

Opportunities/Pages/Fellowships.aspx

The Fellowships scheme provides salary and associated costs for periods 

of between 6 and 18 months. Proposals with a full economic cost of 

between £50,000 and £250,000 may be submitted. Applications for 

Fellowships will be welcomed for research in any subject area within the 

AHRC’s remit.  The scheme provides opportunities for mid and senior 

career researchers who meet the eligibility criteria.   Potential applicants 

should contact Jean Pretlove (jean.pretlove@bristol.ac.uk) or Valerie 

Aspin (valerie.aspin@bristol.ac.uk) at the beginning of the development of 

the grant application. 

£250,000 Not specified

Arts and Humanities Research Council 

(AHRC)

Fellowships for early career researchers http://www.ahrc.ac.uk/Funding-

Opportunities/Pages/Fellowships---Early-

Career-Researchers.aspx

The scheme provides salary and associated costs for periods of six to 24 

months, to enable an individual researcher to work on a specified 

research project or programme. Proposals for full economic costs of 

between £50,000 and £250,000 may be submitted.   Potential applicants 

should contact Jean Pretlove (jean.pretlove@bristol.ac.uk) or Valerie 

Aspin (valerie.aspin@bristol.ac.uk) at the beginning of the development of 

the grant application. 

£250,000 Not specified

Arts Council England
Preservation of industrial and scientific 

material fund
http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/funding/prism

This supports charitable bodies and Accredited museums acquire and 

conserve items or collections which are important in the history and 

development of science, technology, industry and related fields. Grants 

are worth between £500 and £20,000.

£20,000

Not specified

Arts Council England Grants for the arts
http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/funding/applying-

grants-arts

These support individuals, art organisations and other people who use the 

arts in their work. Grants are worth between £1,000 and £100,000 each.
£100,000

Not specified

Arts Council England Grants for the arts http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/funding/grants-

arts/

These support arts-related activities in England that engage people in the 

arts, and help artists and arts organisations carry out their work. Funding 

is worth between £1,000 and £200,000.

£200,000 Not specified

Arts Council of England Grants for individuals http://www.artscouncil.org.uk/funding/grants-

arts/

These support arts-related activities, including research and development. 

Grants normally range from £1,000 up to £30,000 and cover activities 

lasting up to three years.

£30,000 Not specified

Ashley Family Foundation Project proposals
http://www.ashleyfamilyfoundation.org.uk/fundin

g/how-to-apply/

This supports projects that fit with the family ethos of protecting rural 

communities and encouraging participation in the arts, particularly textiles. 

Although there is no set award limit, requests that are below £10,000 are 

favoured

Not specified

Not specified

Ashley Family Foundation Project proposals
http://www.ashleyfamilyfoundation.org.uk/fundi

ng/type-of-award.html

This supports projects that fit with the family ethos of protecting rural 

communities and encouraging participation in the arts, particularly 

textiles. Although there is no set award limit, the foundation favours 

requests that are below £10,000. 

Not Specified Not specified

Ashley Family Foundation Project proposals http://www.ashleyfamilyfoundation.org.uk/fundi

ng/type-of-award.html

Funding will support projects that fit with the family ethos of protecting 

rural communities and encouraging participation in the arts, particularly 

textiles. Funding is normally awarded to one-off projects, but the 

foundation will consider proposals with a duration of up to three years. 

There is no set limit for funding, although preference will be given to 

requests below  £10,000.

£10,000 Not specified

Asian Development Bank Visiting researchers and fellows http://www.adbi.org/standalone/0/00/00/70.visiti

ng.researcher.program/

This programme is open to researchers from ADB member countries who 

have a record of research on economic development in Asia.

Not Specified Not specified

Association for Industrial Archaeology Peter Neaverson travel bursary
http://www.industrial-

archaeology.org.uk/aneaver.htm

This facilitates the education or training of people studying, working or 

volunteering in fields related to industrial archaeology or industrial 

heritage. The bursary is worth up to £1,500, and contributes to travel and 

accommodation costs, as well as the fees for research site visits, 

conferences and relevant training activities.

£1,500 Not specified

Association for the History of Glass Research grants http://www.historyofglass.org.uk/grants.html
These contribute towards educational or research activities in any area of 

glass studies. The budget is £3,000 with awards worth up to £500 each.
£500

Not specified

Austrian Science Fund Lise Meitner programme for scientists 

from outside Austria
http://www.fwf.ac.at/en/projects/meitner.html  This enables highly qualified postdoctoral scientists in any discipline to 

work at an Austrian institution for 12 to 24 months. Applicants must have 

been published in international scientific publications. Applications must 

be made jointly with Austrian researchers.

€ 139,340 Not specified

Bielefeld University
Funding and organisation of 

cooperation groups 

http://www.uni-

bielefeld.de/ZIF/Foerderung/kg.html

These support interdisciplinary research projects on emerging fields, and 

offer the opportunity for visiting scientists to do research at the Center for 

Interdisciplinary Research. Grants are worth up to €100,000.

€100,000 Not Specified

British Association for Slavonic and 

East European Studies

Study groups http://www.basees.org/research-development/ These bring together scholars interested in particular disciplines, areas or 

periods that fall within the overall remit of the association, which covers 

the humanities and social sciences as they relate to the former Soviet 

Union and the countries of eastern Europe. The total budget is £3,000 per 

year. No more than £600 will be awarded to individual groups annually

£600 Not Specified

British Cave Research Association Guidance in employers age 

management strategies - supporting 

longer working lives of older workers

http://bcra.org.uk/detail/cstri_info.html The objective is to raise interest in caves and to further the understanding 

of them and the technology employed to enter and explore them. The 

budget is £25,000 over a period of five years.

Up to £25,000 Not Specified

British Council Cultural protection fund – small grants
https://www.britishcouncil.org/arts/about/cultura

l-protection-fund-2016-2020

These support projects that help creating opportunities for economic and 

social development through fostering, safeguarding and promotion of 

cultural heritage in conflict affected regions overseas. All applicants will 

be asked to complete an online expression of interest form in order to 

confirm eligibility, before being invited to complete an online application 

form. Grants are worth up to £100,000 over two years.

£100,000 Not Specified

British Film Institute Programming development fund

http://www.bfi.org.uk/about-

bfi/partnerships/programming-development-

fund

This helps film programmers and exhibitors put together programmes of 

films which will be enhanced or underpinned by curation, interpretation or 

education activity. The total budget is worth up to £1.4 million per year.

£200,000 Not Specified

British School at Athens Knossos research fund

http://www.bsa.ac.uk/index.php?option=com_c

ontent&view=article&id=70:the-knossos-

research-fund&catid=17:research-

awards&Itemid=157

This encourages research into, and knowledge of, Knossos in all aspects 

and across all periods, by supporting specific projects and contributing to 

the infrastructure at Knossos for research. the Knossos Research Fund 

promotes research into, and knowledge of, Knossos in all aspects and 

across all periods, through supporting specific projects and contributing to 

the infrastructure at Knossos for research. Suitable topics for grants 

include, but are not limited to, the following: Study for publication of 

unpublished excavations and fieldwork at Knossos; new fieldwork 

projects, major and minor, including those that contribute to knowledge of 

the city and settlement of Knossos in all its phases, and to the long-term 

safeguarding of the archaeological resources of the Knossos valley. 

Applications may be submitted at any time. 

Not specified Not Specified

British School at Athens Knossos donated fund grants

http://www.bsa.ac.uk/index.php?option=com_c

ontent&view=article&id=69:the-knossos-

donated-fund&catid=17:research-

awards&Itemid=157

These support research into prehistoric Knossos, before 776BC, by 

making grants towards the expenses of research projects. Grants are 

unlikely to exceed £800 in any one year.

£800 Not Specified

British School at Athens Knossos donated fund grants http://www.bsa.ac.uk/pages/award_drill.php?ca

t_id=40&award_id=9

These support research into prehistoric Knossos, before 776BC, by 

making grants towards the expenses of research projects. Grants are 

unlikely to exceed £800 in any one year.

£800 Not specified

British School at Athens Knossos research fund http://www.bsa.ac.uk/pages/award_drill.php?ca

t_id=40&award_id=8

The scheme promotes research into, and knowledge of, Knossos in all 

aspects and across all periods, through supporting specific projects and 

contributing to the infrastructure at Knossos for research.

Not specified Not specified
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The opportunities highlighted in yellow are the most recent calls and the ones in white are the previous calls which are still open

Funding Opportunities for the Faculty of Arts

Bundesministerium für Bildung und 

Forschung - German Federal Ministry of 

Education and Research

International cooperation in education 

and research programme
http://www.bmbf.de/en/furtherance/25110.php

This aims to strengthen the international focus of German institutions in 

the field of education and research and to improve their competitiveness 

through funds to help prepare proposals and applications for H2020 and 

other relevant EU programmes. The amount of funding depends on the 

type of applicant and their location.

Each consortium must include at least  t h r e e  institutions eligible for 

funding: In addition to the German party, the consortium must consist of 

at least one partner from a target country listed in No. 1.1 of this call and 

at least one further partner from another EU-28 state, or a state which is 

associated with the Horizon 2020 programme. 

Not specified Not Specified

Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation Research and development grants http://gulbenkian.org.uk/innovation-

fund/fund.html

Applications must address projects or ideas under the foundation's three 

main strategic aims: cultural understanding, fulfilling potential and 

environment. Grants average between £10,000 and £30,000.

Not specified Not specified

Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation Research and development grants http://gulbenkian.org.uk/innovation-

fund/fund.html

Applications must address projects or ideas under the foundations three 

main strategic aims of cultural understanding, fulfilling potential, and 

environment.  Not-for -profit organisations based in the UK or Republic of 

Ireland may apply for funding to allow them to work with other 

organisations or experts outside their usual practice, or to enable them to 

undertake active research into areas they would not normally have the 

time or money to explore

£30,000 Not specified

Canada-UK Foundation Non-programme funding
http://www.canadaukfoundation.org/our-

work/awards/other-funding/

Funding is available for projects such as new seed-corn initiatives and 

one-off support requests related to Canadian studies.
Not specified Not Specified

Chemical Heritage Foundation Travel grants
https://www.chemheritage.org/apply-for-a-

fellowship

These support short-term research that requires the use of the Chemical 

Heritage Foundation’s collections.
Not specified Not specified

Chemical Heritage Foundation Research travel grants http://www.chemheritage.org/research/fellowsh

ips-and-travel-grants/beckman-center-

fellowships/travel-grants.aspx

These grants cover travel and accommodation expenses for researchers 

who wish to use the collections for short-term research (periods of one to 

two weeks). The center houses resources in the history of the chemical 

and molecular sciences. Travel grants are US$750 per week and are 

intended to help defray the costs of travel and accommodation.

$ 1500 Not specified

Council for British Archaeology Challenge funding http://www.britarch.ac.uk/grants/challengefundi

ng

This supports independent, voluntary effort in making original 

contributions to the study and care of the historic environment. 

£750 Not specified

Department for Business, Innovation & 

Skills

Newton Fund: building science and 

innovation capacity in developing 

countries

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ne

wton-fund-building-science-and-innovation-

capacity-in-developing-countries

Highlight notice:

Information on forthcoming  £375 million Newton Fund and the partner 

countries under the fund. It also sets out 3 broad categories of activity: 

people: improving science and innovation expertise (known as ‘capacity 

building’), student and researcher fellowships, mobility schemes and joint 

centres; programmes: research collaborations on development topics; 

translation: innovation partnerships and challenge funds to develop 

innovative solutions on development topics

Not Specified Not Specified

Deutsche Altamerika-Stiftung Grants in ancient American studies http://stiftungen.stifterverband.info/t311_altame

rika/index.html

These support ancient American studies, including archaeology, history, 

linguistics and epigraphy of the indigenous people of Mesoamerica, the 

Andes and connected areas. The foundation's total budget is €3 million.

Not specified Not specified

Deutscher Akademischer 

Austauschdienst  - German Academic 

Exchange Service 

Research stays for university 

academics and scientists
https://www.daad.de/deutschland/stipendium/d

atenbank/en/21148-finding-

scholarships/?status=2&origin=&subjectGrps=

&daad=1&q=research%20stays&page=1&detai

l=10000014

These enable university academics and scientists to carry out a research 

project at a university or state recognised higher education institution in 

Germany. Grants are worth Euro2,000 per month for assistant professors 

and lecturers and Euro2,150 per month for professors for a duration of 

one to three months.

Euro6,450 Not specified

Economic and Social Research Council New investigator grants
http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding/funding-

opportunities/new-investigator-grants/

These support new researchers and academics at the start of their 

careers to become independent researchers through gaining experience 

of managing and leading research projects and teams. Grants ranging 

from £100,000 to £300,000 in full economic costs can be awarded. 

ESRC’s contribution for UK applicants is 80 per cent of FEC. Around 30 

to 35 grants are available per year.

There is a compulsory internal process for this scheme; for more 

information please contact Patrick Lansley, p.lansley@bristol.ac.uk 

£240,000 Not Specified

Economic and Social Research Council Secondary data analysis initiative

http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding/funding-

opportunities/secondary-data-analysis-initiative-

sdai-open-call/

This delivers high-quality high-impact research through the deeper 

exploitation of major data resources created by the Economic and Social 

Research Council and other agencies. Grants are worth up to £200,000 at 

100 per cent full economic cost, per grant provided for up to 18 months.

If you are interested in applying for this call please contact Jude Hill 

(jude.hill@bristol.ac.uk). Please also note that all ESRC bids must to 

go through internal peer review; Jude Hill can advise

£200,000 Not specified

Economic and Social Research Council Research grants
http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding/funding-

opportunities/research-grants/

These support individuals or teams to conduct standard research 

projects, large-scale surveys and other infrastructure projects or 

methodological developments in any area within the council’s remit. 

Research awards can be made for up to five years. Grants range in size 

from £350,000 to £1 million at 100 per cent full economic cost.  If you 

are interested in applying for this call please contact Jude Hill 

(jude.hill@bristol.ac.uk). Please also note that all ESRC bids must to 

go through internal peer review; Jude Hill can advise

£1,000,000 Not specified

Economic and Social Research Council
RCUK-FAPESP bilateral agreement for 

the research grants scheme

http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding/funding-

opportunities/rcuk-fapesp-bilateral-agreement/

Grants support collaborative research in any area of the social sciences 

within the remit of both the ESRC and the State of São Paulo Research 

Foundation. The amount allowed for standard projects for the UK part of 

the project should be at least £350,000 and no more than £1,000,000. If 

you are interested in applying for this call please contact Jude Hill 

(jude.hill@bristol.ac.uk). Please also note that all ESRC bids must to 

go through internal peer review; Jude Hill can advise

£1,000,000 Not specified

Economic and Social Research Council

RCUK-SBE lead agency agreement – 

collaborative proposals for US and UK 

researchers

http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding/funding-

opportunities/rcuk-sbe-lead-agency-

agreement/

These allow US and UK researchers to submit a single collaborative 

proposal that will undergo a single review process, and thus, reduce the 

barriers to working internationally currently encountered by researchers. 

Proposals will be accepted for collaborative research in areas at the 

intersection of NSF/SBE and RCUK remits.

Proposals are expected to adhere to the proposal sizes and durations for 

the relevant UK Research Council(s) and SBE programme(s) from which 

funding is sought. Collaborative research proposals may be submitted in 

any disciplinary or interdisciplinary area which falls within the remit of the 

AHRC, BBSRC and/or ESRC, and NSF/SBE

Please note that applications where the lead funder is ESRC will be 

required to go through internal review processes. Please contact 

esrc-uper@bristol.ac.uk. 

Not Specified Not Specified

Economic and Social Research Council Research grants

http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding-and-

guidance/funding-opportunities/3717/standard-

grants.aspx

These support individuals or teams at eligible institutions to conduct 

research projects, large-scale surveys and other infrastructure or 

methodological developments in any area within the council’s remit. 

Grants range in size from £200,000 to £2 million at 100 per cent full 

economic cost. 

£2,000,000 Not Specified

Economic and Social Research Council Pilot urgency grants mechanism http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding-and-

guidance/funding-opportunities/27006/urgency-

grants-mechanism.aspx

This seeks to respond to urgent events, where there is a strong case for 

immediate research (NB EOIs need to be submitted no more than 4 

weeks after the 'event'). Grants are worth up to £200,000 at 100 per cent 

full economic cost for up to 24 months. 

£200,000 Not specified

Economic and Social Research Council 

(ERSC)

ESRC/Austrian Science Fund 

collaborative projects
http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding-and-

guidance/funding-opportunities/6078/esrc-

austrian-science-fund-fwf-bilateral-

guidance.aspx

Proposals may be submitted in any area of the social sciences within the 

remit of both agencies. The grants are worth a minimum of £200,000.

Not specified Not specified

Economic and Social Research Council 

(ESRC)

Knowledge exchange opportunities 

scheme
http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding-and-

guidance/collaboration/knowledge-

exchange/opportunities/index.aspx

This supports knowledge exchange activities at any stage of the research 

life cycle, and is aimed at maximising the impact of social science 

research outside academia. Applications can be for a maximum of 

£125,000 at 100 per cent full economic cost. Partners from the user 

community must provide 50 per cent of the resources necessary for 

carrying out the project. 

£125,000 Not specified

Economic and Social Research Council 

(ESRC)

Research grant linked studentships http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding-and-

guidance/funding-opportunities/14660/grant-

linked-

studentships.aspx?utm_source=feedburner&ut

m_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+

ESRCCurrentFundingOpportunities+%28ESR

C+Current+Funding+Opportunities%29

These may be requested on any research application, with the exception 

of future leaders scheme. Awards offer the student an opportunity to both 

develop their substantive research skills, alongside broader professional 

development. Grants will meet the full 100 per cent cost of the normal 

provision.

Not specified Not specified

Economic and Social Research Council 

(ESRC)

Standard grants scheme http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding-and-

guidance/funding-opportunities/3717/standard-

grants.aspx

 Awards ranging from £200,000 to £2 million, will be made to eligible 

institutions to allow individuals or research teams to undertake research 

projects in subject areas falling within the ESRC remit. The scheme is 

open to universities, colleges of higher education and independent 

research institutes in the UK approved by the ESRC.

£2,000,000 Not specified

Collated by the Research Development team, RED
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Funding Opportunities for the Faculty of Arts

Economic and Social Research Council 

(ESRC)

Overseas university visits http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding-and-

guidance/guidance/postgraduates/overseas-

visits.aspx

All full-time ESRC studentship holders are eligible to apply for financial 

support for overseas institutional visits (OIVs) within their studentship 

period, to visit overseas universities or esteemed research organisations.  

Not specified Not specified

Economic and Social Research Council 

(ESRC)

Training bursaries http://www.ncrm.ac.uk/about/funding/training/ The ESRC National Centre for Research Methods (NCRM) is offering 

training bursaries up to £1000 to enable staff in the UK social science 

community engaged in research, teaching research methods or 

supervising research to

update their skills. Contract researchers working in HEIs are also eligible 

for the bursaries.  

£1,000 Not specified

Economic and Social Research Council 

(ESRC)

RCUK-FAPESP (Sao Paulo Research 

Foundation) bilateral agreement for the 

research grants scheme

http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding-and-

guidance/funding-opportunities/16961/rcuk-

fapesp-bilateral-agreement-for-the-research-

grants-

scheme.aspx?utm_source=feedburner&utm_

medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+ES

RCCurrentFundingOpportunities+%28ESRC+

Current+Funding+Opportunities%29

Under this scheme, collaborative research proposals may be submitted in 

any area of the social sciences within the remit of both ESRC and 

FAPESP. The combined cost of the entire collaborative project should be 

a minimum of £200,000.

Not specified Not specified

Education, Audiovisual and Culture 

Executive Agency

Grundtvig visits and exchanges and 

preparatory visits
http://ec.europa.eu/education/llp/doc1943_en.h

tm

Grundtvig visits and exchanges aim to improve the quality of adult 

learning by enabling present or future staff working in this field to 

undertake a work-related visit to a country participating in the lifelong 

learning programme. Preparatory visits are available under all sectoral 

programmes and facilitate preparation for one of the lifelong learning 

activities. The overall budget for the 2013 call of the lifelong learning 

programme is €1.28 million.

Not specified Not specified

Education, Audiovisual and Culture 

Executive Agency

Grundtvig visits and exchanges and 

preparatory visits
http://ec.europa.eu/education/llp/doc1943_en.h

tm

 Grundtvig visits and exchanges aim to improve the quality of adult 

learning by enabling present or future staff working in this field to 

undertake a work related visit to a country participating in the lifelong 

learning programme. Preparatory visits are available under all sectoral 

programmes and facilitate preparation for one of the lifelong learning 

activities. The overall budget for the 2012 call of the lifelong learning 

programme is €1.14 million.

Not specified Not specified

Embassy of the Republic of Poland in 

London

Short-term study visit grants http://london.polemb.net/index.php?document=

56

These support UK academics and other professionals wishing to establish 

new contacts, develop programmes of joint research, exchange scientific 

information or gather material for their academic research in Poland. 

Each visit normally lasts from one week to one month. The age limit for 

applicants is 50 years. Candidates should be experienced academics in 

their professional field. The grant will provide internal travel costs related 

to the visitor’s itinerary plus accommodation and per diem for 

subsistence, or a lump sum award in aid.

Not specified Not specified

Engineering and Physical Sciences 

Research Council (EPSRC)

Mathematical sciences small grants http://www.epsrc.ac.uk/ourportfolio/themes/mat

hematics/introduction/Pages/smallgrantscall.as

px

These aim to enable researchers to develop new collaborations and study 

new techniques with recognised and established members of the 

community. The maximum value of grants made under this call is 

£30,000 full economic costs.

£30,000 Not specified

English Catholic History Association Research grants http://echa.org.uk/research-grants/ These provide financial assistance for research on the history of 

Catholicism in England and Wales. 

Not specified Not specified

Enhancing Learning and Research for 

Humanitarian Assistance
Early stage innovation core grants 

http://www.elrha.org/hif/funding/core-

grants/invention-2-humanitarian-funding/

These support organisations and individuals who are looking to identify, 

nurture and share innovative solutions to the challenges that operational 

agencies are facing in the delivery of effective humanitarian aid. 

Eligibility:

1) Humanitarian: The aim of your project must be to improve 

humanitarian practice. We do not accept applications for projects that are 

to be applied in wider development contexts.

2) Innovation: The aim of your project must be an innovation: creating 

and implementing a new or improved technology, product or process. 

3) Field Experience: We welcome applications from all sectors. However, 

at least one of the partner organisations must be able to demonstrate 

experience working in humanitarian response.

Grants are worth up to £20,000. 

Previous funded projects include: 3D Printing in Emergencies, Voice-

enabled ICT for Disaster Management, Resource Packs to Support 

Disabled Refugees/IDPs, Modelling an Alternative Nutrition Protocol, 

Loowatt Emergency Toilet Concept (see more here: 

http://www.elrha.org/hif/projects).

£20,000 Not specified

ERA Foundation Commercialisation projects http://www.erafoundation.org/apply.htm Projects should build on innovative research outcomes and be based on 

well-founded business ideas. The foundation will provide between  

£25,000 to  £50,000 to develop a good idea, explore market opportunities, 

develop a business plan and identify a potential team to commercialise 

the idea.

£50,000 Not specified

Esperantic Studies Foundation Interlingual research grants http://www.esperantic.org/en/grants/available/

These support publishable research on issues concerned with world 

language problems and policies, including Esperanto. This program is 

particularly designed to benefit postdoctoral researchers and junior faculty 

who are in the process of establishing a research program, although 

anyone may apply. All individuals and organizations are eligible to apply. 

Grants are worth up to CAD 10,000 each.

CAD 10,000 Not specified

European Cultural Foundation Balkan incentive fund for culture http://www.eurocult.org/we-support-cultural-

cooperation/grants/balkan-incentive-fund/

Funding supports collaborative artistic and cultural projects delivered by 

organisations within, and cooperating with, the Western Balkan region. 

The average grant is worth €15,000  and the maximum is worth €30,000. 

Funding covers up to 80 per cent of eligible costs over 18 months.

€ 30,000 Not specified

European Molecular Biology 

Organisation

Science and society lectures http://www.embo.org/policy-and-

society/science-society/science-a-society-

lectures.html

These offer workshop organisers the opportunity to include a non-

scientific talk from scientists, sociologists, ethicists, journalists and 

science communicators. The lecturer must hold a presentation on science 

and society issues. Maximum funding is worth €1,000 for European 

speakers and €2,000 for overseas speakers. 

€ 2,000 Not specified

European Science Foundation

Network for digital methods in the arts 

and humanities – short and exchange 

visit grants

http://www.esf.org/index.php?id=8752

These enable researchers to pursue collaborative work on the practice of, 

and evidence for, advanced information and communications technology 

methods in the arts and humanities across Europe. Funding is worth €85 

per day, plus travel costs, over a maximum of 15 days for short visits; 

and €1,600 per month, plus travel costs, over a period of 15 days to six 

months for exchange grants.  

€10,100 Not specified

European Science Foundation New frontiers of exchange and short 

visit grants
http://www.inftynet.net/visits.html The main general objectives are (i) to create an interdisciplinary forum for 

sharing knowledge and expertise, and stimulating the exchange of ideas 

among researchers working on mathematical, philosophical, and 

computational aspects of infinity.

Two types of grants are available: short visit grants of up to 15 days, 

reimbursed on the basis of an allowance of EURO 85 per day, plus travel 

expenses of up to EURO 500; exchange visit grants from 15 days to three 

months, reimbursed on the basis of an allowance of EURO 1600 per 

month, plus travel expenses of up to EURO 500. 

EURO 5,300 Not specified

Foyle Foundation Main grants scheme – learning
http://www.foylefoundation.org.uk/main-grants-

scheme-learning/

These support projects which facilitate the acquisition of knowledge and 

which have a long-term strategic impact, in particular projects from 

libraries, museums and archives, or that involve special education needs, 

and projects that encourage sustainability by reducing overheads or 

which help generate additional revenue.

Not Specified Not Specified

Fritz Thyssen Stiftung – Fritz Thyssen 

Foundation
Travel subsidies

http://www.fritz-thyssen-

stiftung.de/funding/types-of-support/travel-

subsidies/?L=1

These defray travel expenses directly related to a project in the 

humanities, social sciences or biomedical fields. In addition to reasonable 

travel costs, a monthly fixed sum of up to €1,486 will be paid depending 

on which country the recipient travels to.

Not specified

Not specified

Fritz Thyssen Stiftung – Fritz Thyssen 

Foundation
Stipends

http://www.fritz-thyssen-

stiftung.de/funding/types-of-

support/stipends/?L=1

These support junior scholars with doctoral degrees to undertake a 

research project. An application can be filed in the following areas of 

support:

History, Language & Culture

The interdisciplinary field "Image and Imagery"

State, Economy and Society

The interdisciplinary field "International Relations"

Medicine and the Natural Sciences

The stipend comprises a basic payment of €1,800 per month plus 

additional payments for material, travel and living costs and child care for 

up to two years. The applicant should generally not have received his or 

her doctoral degree more than one or two years previously.

The planned project should generally comprise a period of one to two 

years.

Not specified Not Specified

Furniture History Society Grants for major projects
http://www.furniturehistorysociety.org/grants/gra

nts-for-major-projects/

These support scholarship, research and dissemination of knowledge in 

the history of furniture and interiors. Grants are worth up to £10,000 per 

year for up to three years.

£30,000 Not Specified

Collated by the Research Development team, RED

Please address queries to Emma Pritchard- Emma.Pritchard@bristol.ac.uk
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Gerda Henkel Foundation Research scholarships – smaller grants

http://www.gerda-henkel-

stiftung.de/application_research-scholarships

These support research conducted by individual scholars in the historical 

humanities, particularly within the fields of archaeology, art history, 

historical Islamic studies, history, history of law, history of science, 

prehistory and early history. Grants are worth €2,000 per month for 

postdoctoral researchers and €2,700 per month for scholars with 

postdoctoral lecture qualification. € 15,000

Not specified

Gerda Henkel Foundation Small research project grants 
http://www.gerda-henkel-

stiftung.de/application_research-projects

These support research projects in the historical humanities, particularly 

within the fields of archaeology, art history, historical Islamic studies, 

history, history of law, history of science, prehistory and early history. 

Grants may be used to to cover personnel, travel, materials and other 

costs for research, up to a maximum of €15,000.

€15,000 Not Specified

Gerda Henkel Foundation Research project grants – smaller grants http://www.gerda-henkel-

stiftung.de/application_research-projects

These support personnel, travel, materials and other costs up to a 

maximum of €15,000, for research in the historical humanities, 

particularly within the fields of archaeology, art History, historical Islamic 

Studies, history, history of Law, history of Science, prehistory and Early 

History.

€ 15,000 Not Specified

Gerda Henkel Foundation Research scholarships – smaller grants http://www.gerda-henkel-

stiftung.de/application_research-scholarships

These support research conducted by individual scholars, up to a 

maximum of €15,000, in the historical humanities, particularly within the 

fields of archaeology, art History, historical Islamic Studies, history, 

history of Law, history of Science, prehistory and Early History.

€15,000 Not Specified

Gerda Henkel Foundation Research projects http://www.gerda-henkel-

stiftung.de/content.php?nav_id=370&language

=en

Funding will cover personnel, travel, materials and other costs for 

research into the historical humanities. Funding may also cover an 

investigator's own post at a research establishment, providing the 

applicant has completed their PhD and gained five years' professional 

experience in an academic field.

€ 15,000 Not specified

Gerda Henkel Foundation Gerda Henkel scholarships in the 

history of ideas
http://www.gerda-henkel-

stiftung.de/fellowship.php?nav_id=754

 Applications are invited from doctoral and post-doctoral researchers who 

are planning a history of ideas project based on the source material held 

at one or more of the three research institutions. Proposals should 

develop a clear focused research question relevant to current trends in 

intellectual history. Interdisciplinary projects linking political intellectual 

history with the history of images and media would be particularly 

welcome.

€ 7,500 Not specified

German Federal Environmental 

Foundation
Environment grants https://www.dbu.de/2544.html

This supports innovative and solution orientated model projects for the 

protection of the environment, including ecological, economic, social and 

cultural aspects. Eligible costs for funding includes gross wages, general 

and overhead expenses, material costs, contracts with third parties and 

external services, travel costs, and on location auditing.

Not specified Not specified

German Research Foundation Emmy Noether programme http://www.dfg.de/en/research_funding/progra

mmes/individual/emmy_noether/index.html

The DFG is able to address challenges such as the need to provide 

sustainable support for young researchers, the interdisciplinarisation of 

the sciences and humanities, and support for networking in the field of 

research.This programme supports researchers in achieving 

independence at an early stage of their scientific careers. Postdocs gain 

the qualifications required for a university teaching career during a DFG-

funded period, usually lasting five years, in which they lead their own 

independent junior research group. As a rule, researchers who have 

acquired between two and four years of postdoctoral research experience 

are eligible to apply. Applicants must have international research 

experience.

Not specified Not specified

GW4 

Building Communities

Initiator funds (round 5) and Accelerator 

funds (round 4)

http://gw4.ac.uk/building-communities/

Deadlines will be announced shortly but are expected to be in mid 

December.

Please note that due to work on the GW4 five year strategic review, the 

amount of funding available for these rounds will be limited. We urge 

applicants, therefore, to read please the revised website guidance 

carefully and seek advice and support from the GW4 Programme 

Managers.

Not specified Not Specified

HEFCE with social enterprise funder social enterprise grants http://www.thesocialenterpriseproject.com/try-it-

awards

Do you have an idea for a social enterprise? (i.e. a business that puts a 

social or environmental good at the core of its mission) – if so the Bristol 

Social Enterprise Society, supported by the Research & Enterprise  

Development division have £20,000 in grants to distribute as small 'try it' 

awards.

£500 - £1500 Not specified

Heritage Lottery Fund Heritage grants
http://www.hlf.org.uk/apply/application-

deadlines-and-funding-decisions

These support projects related to national, regional or local heritage in the 

UK. Heritage includes many different things from the past that we value 

and want to pass on to future generations, for example: archaeological 

sites;

collections of objects, books or documents in museums, libraries or 

archives; cultural traditions such as stories, festivals, crafts, music, dance 

and costumes; historic buildings; histories of people and communities; 

histories of places and events; the heritage of languages

and dialects; natural and designed landscapes

and gardens; people’s memories and experiences (often recorded as ‘oral 

history’); places and objects linked to our industrial, maritime and 

transport history; and natural heritage including habitats, species and 

geology. Grants are for more than £100,000. Projects should have a 

duration of up to five years.

Not Specified Not Specified

Heritage Lottery Fund
Sharing Heritage and Our Heritage 

grants

http://www.hlf.org.uk/looking-funding/our-grant-

programmes

These support projects related to national, regional or local heritage in the 

UK. Grants are worth between £3,000 and £100,000.
£100,000 Not Specified

Higher Education Funding Council for 

England

Catalyst fund http://www.hefce.ac.uk/whatwedo/invest/funds/

cf/

This will help deliver strategic aims for higher education across research, 

teaching and knowledge exchange in the new fees and funding system. 

HEFCE will commit up to  £45 million in annual funding.

Not specified Not specified

Historical College – Historisches Kolleg Honorary fellowships

http://www.historischeskolleg.de/stipendien/hon

orary-fellowships/

These enable scientists to complete a scientific project at the Kaulbach-

Villa in Munich. The fellowship allows the scholar to live and work at the 

College for a period of up to six months, to use the technical 

infrastructure of the house, and to ask for support by its staff.

Not specified Not specified

Infinity Foundation Educational research grants
http://infinityfoundation.com/call-for-grant-

proposals/

These support projects involving research or development of educational 

materials which aim to improve the authenticity of portrayal of Indic 

traditions in the educational system.

Not specified

Not specified

Institute for Aegean Prehistory Publication subventions http://www.aegeanprehistory.net/2015-

apps.html

These aim to help the publisher of scholarly books and monographs 

focusing on the Aegean region from the Neolithic through to the time of 

the first Olympiad to defray the printing costs of the volume. Grants of up 

to US$7,500 are available. 

$7,500 Not Specified

Institute for Aegean Prehistory Publication team support http://www.aegeanprehistory.net/2015-

apps.html

This supports excavation directors who are looking for technical 

archaeological services for publication preparation. The institute provides 

the salary and maintenance for the specialists assigned to the project. 

Not Specified Not Specified

Institute for Humane Studies Hayek fund for scholars http://www.theihs.org/ContentDetails.aspx?id=1

18

The award is open to graduate students and untenured faculty members 

for liberty-advancing careers and educational initiatives that go beyond 

standard curricula. Awards are worth up to US$750.

$750 Not specified

Japan Foundation London Local project support programme http://www.jpf.org.uk/japanesestudies/funding.p

hp#local

These assist with activities and projects that help promote a greater 

awareness of Japan. Funding for each project is normally worth up to 

£1,500.

£1,500 Not specified

Japanska Ambassaden i Sverige – 

Embassy of Japan in Sweden Exchange programme http://www.jpf.go.jp/e/program/instruction.html

This supports exchanges between Japan and other countries within the 

arts and humanities in order to carry out programmes and activities in the 

following major areas, namely art and cultural exchange, Japanese-

language education overseas, Japanese studies overseas and intellectual 

exchange, and strengthening the cultural exchange in Asia.

Not specified Not specified

Jerwood Charitable Foundation Large grants
http://www.jerwoodcharitablefoundation.org/Fu

nding

These support initiatives that aim to experiment with or generate new 

work or collaborations within arts sectors, as well as research into 

sectorial or policy provision. Large grants refer to recurring relationships 

over a period of years, or to awards of more than £10,000.

Not Specified Not specified

Jerwood Charitable Foundation Small grants
http://www.jerwoodcharitablefoundation.org/Fu

nding

These support new relationships, direct work with artists, risk-taking and 

research and development projects across art forms by artists in the UK. 

Grants are usually worth up to £10,000. 

£10,000 Not specified

Jerwood Charitable Foundation Large grants http://www.jerwoodcharitablefoundation.org/?lid

=174

 The aim of the grant is to develop strategic approaches to supporting 

artists through nurturing, developmental or commissioning programmes 

founded and run by established arts organisations. Large grants refer to 

recurring relationships over a period of years, or to awards of more than 

£10,000.

Not specified Not specified

Jerwood Charitable Foundation Small grants http://www.jerwoodcharitablefoundation.org/?lid

=174

These support one-off projects to explore new relationships, take risks, 

support research and development and influence sector developments 

and policy making. 

£10,000 Not specified

Collated by the Research Development team, RED

Please address queries to Emma Pritchard- Emma.Pritchard@bristol.ac.uk
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Funding Opportunities for the Faculty of Arts

Jerwood Charitable Foundation Large grants http://www.jerwoodcharitablefoundation.org/Fu

nding

The aim of the grant is to develop strategic approaches to supporting 

artists through nurturing, developmental or commissioning programmes 

founded and run by established arts organisations. Large grants refer to 

recurring relationships over a period of years, or to awards of more than 

£10,000.

Not specified Not specified

Jerwood Charitable Foundation Small grants http://www.jerwoodcharitablefoundation.org/Fu

nding

These support one-off projects to explore new relationships, take risks, 

support research and development and influence sector developments 

and policy making. At the heart of every small grant is a targeted or 

particular professional or sectoral development opportunity to be 

explored.  Grants are usually worth up to £10,000. 

£10,000 Not specified

Leverhulme Trust Research project grants
http://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/funding/RPG/RPG

.cfm

These support innovative and original research projects where the choice 

of research theme and design lies entirely with the applicant. Grants are 

worth up to £500,000 each and may be held for up to five years. There 

are no deadlines for Outline Applications, and their assessment is 

normally completed within three months. Please see the website for the 

Detailed Application deadline dates.

£500,000 Not Specified

Leverhulme Trust International networks http://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/funding/IN/IN.cfm

These enable a principal investigator to lead a research project where its 

successful completion depends on the participation of relevant overseas 

institutions. Network awards are normally worth up to £125,000 each for a 

maximum period of three years.

Not Specified Not Specified

Leverhulme Trust Research project grants http://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/funding/RPG/RPG

.cfm

These support innovative and original research projects where the choice 

of research theme and design lies entirely with the applicant. Grants may 

be held for up to five years for a maximum sum of £500,000.

£500,000 Not specified

Leverhulme Trust International networks http://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/funding/IN/IN.cfm These enable a principal investigator based in the UK to lead a research 

project where its successful completion depends on the participation of 

relevant overseas institutions. The network award is normally worth up to 

£125,000 for a maximum of three years, though requests for higher 

amounts may be made. 

Not Specified Not Specified

Leverhulme Trust Research project grants http://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/funding/RPG/RPG

.cfm

These support innovative and original research projects where the choice 

of research theme and design lies entirely with the applicant. Grants may 

be held for up to five years for a maximum sum of £500,000. The great 

majority of these grants are awarded for sums of up to £250,000 over a 

duration of two to three years.

£500,000 Not specified

Leverhulme Trust Artists in residence http://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/funding/AIR/AIR.cf

m

The programme supports the residency of an artist of any kind or 

nationality in a UK institution to foster a creative collaboration between 

the artist and the institution's staff or students. The maximum total cost 

can be up to £15,000 overall for a typical residency of 10 months. 

£15,000 Not specified

Leverhulme Trust Research Programme Grants; 'Nature 

of Knots' AND 'Innovation for 

Sustainable Living'

http://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/funding/RP/RP.cf

m

Nature of Knots: This is for research that will offer a better 

understanding between environmental exposures and health effects to 

inform risk assessment by policymakers and individuals, and facilitate the 

development of strategies for the prevention of diseases. 

For further information, please contact Lorna Colquhoun 

(Lorna.Colquhoun@bristol.ac.uk).

Innovation for Sustainable Living: What are the implications of 

continually expanding cities? How will distributional conflicts over scarce 

resources be managed? Are there implications for increasing inequalities 

between nations? What is the role of industry and Government in 

promoting ‘green’ lifestyles? How can non-renewable resources be used 

most efficiently? How robust are food chains globally? These are only a 

few exemplars of possible subjects that could contribute to this 

deliberately broadly-drawn research theme.   

For further information, please contact Philippa Bayley 

(Philippa.Bayley@bristol.ac.uk).

Not specified Not specified

Lundy Field Society Research on the island of Lundy http://www.lundy.org.uk/lfs/grants.html The objectives of the society are to further the study of the island of Lundy 

and in particular its history, archaeology and natural history and to further 

the conservation of wildlife and antiquities of the island.

£500 Not specified

Lynne Grundy Memorial Trust Grants
http://www.lynnegrundytrust.org.uk/LynneGrun

dyTrustApplicants.html

These support research projects in the disciplines of Old English, Anglo 

Saxon and humanities computing. Grants usually range between £250 

and £500, but smaller grants of £50 may be awarded.

£500

Not specified

Lynne Grundy Memorial Trust Grants http://www.lynnegrundytrust.org.uk/LynneGrun

dyTrustApplicants.html

These are for research in the disciplines of Old English, Anglo Saxon and 

humanities computing. Grants are usually worth between £250 and £500.

£500 Not specified

National Geographic Society
Global exploration fund for northern 

Europe research grants

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/explorers/gra

nts-programs/gef/northen-europe-research

This supports hypothesis-based scientific research and is awarded based 

on potential for new advances in field sciences. The average award is 

€20,000 and generally covers one year of work.

Not specified

Not specified

National Geographic Society

Committee for Research and 

Exploration grants

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/explorers/g

rants-programs/cre-application/

These support scientific field research and exploration in the following 

disciplines: anthropology, archaeology, astronomy, biology, botany, 

geography, geology, oceanography, palaeontology and zoology. Grants 

range from USD 15,000 to USD 20,000. USD 20,000

Not specified

National Geographic Society Expeditions Council grants

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/explorers/g

rants-programs/ec-apply/

These support exploration of little-known areas of the world and projects 

that have the potential to yield compelling stories and images. Grants 

generally range from USD 5,000 to USD 35,000 and may be used for 

direct field expenses. USD 35,000

Not specified

Nesta Digital R&D fund for the arts - 

Research+
http://www.artsdigitalrnd.org.uk/content/researc

h

This opportunity supports a researcher to work on an existing project, or a 

project due to start very soon, that is not funded through digital R&D for 

the arts. 

£50,000 Not specified

Oak Foundation Grants http://www.oakfnd.org/node/4036 The Foundation aims to address issues of global social and 

environmental concern, particularly those that have a major impact on the 

lives of the disadvantaged. The foundation does not support funding 

requests for under US$25,000.

Not specified Not specified

Pasold Research Fund Research activity grants
http://www.pasold.co.uk/index.php/grants/resea

rch-activity-grants

These support research projects relating to textile history, preliminary 

work to prepare a more substantial grant application and conference 

attendance. Grants are worth up to £750 each.

£750 Not specified

Pilgrim Trust Project grants http://www.thepilgrimtrust.org.uk/apply

These support projects in the areas of preservation and scholarship, and 

social welfare. There is no cap on funding, although small grants are 

usually worth less than £5,000 and main grants are usually worth over 

£5,000. 

Not Specified Not specified

Pilgrim Trust Project grants http://www.thepilgrimtrust.org.uk/apply

These support projects in the areas of art preservation and scholarship, 

and social welfare. Grants are worth £30,000 each on average, excluding 

small grants, and may be used to cover revenue costs, project costs, 

initial exploratory work and capital costs where the total capital cost is 

under £5 million. 

Not Specified Not Specified

Pilgrim Trust Research and dissemination grants http://www.thepilgrimtrust.org.uk/apply These support academic research and dissemination of its findings, 

including cataloguing within museums, galleries, libraries and archives, 

and institutions where historic, scientific or archaeological records are 

preserved. Awards may last up to three years. Large grants are available 

and part of the annual funding budget will be set aside to fund smaller 

grants of up to £5,000 each.

Not specified Not specified

Rockefeller Foundation Practitioner residencies http://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/bellagio-

center/residency-program/practitioner-

residency

These are for working professionals whose projects focus on improving 

the well-being of humankind, or relate to global health; climate and 

environment; urbanisation; social and economic security; or health, water 

and housing. Residencies typically last four weeks although shorter stays 

may also be requested.

Not specified Not specified

Rothschild Archive Research bursaries

https://www.rothschildarchive.org/archive/roths

child_archive_bursary/

These financially support researchers who are conducting research that 

involves substantial use of the collections of the Rothschild Archive. 

Bursaries are worth up to £2,000 each. £2,000

Not specified

Scientific and Technological Research 

Council of Turkey
Fellowships for visiting scientists

http://www.tubitak.gov.tr/en/scholarship/postdo

ctoral/international-programmes/content-2221-

fellowships-for-visiting-scientists-and-scientists-

on-sabbatical-leave

These aim to promote scientific and technological collaboration between 

Turkey and the countries of prospective fellows in the fields of Natural 

Sciences, Engineering and Technological Sciences, Medical Sciences, 

Agricultural Sciences, Social Sciences and Humanities. Fellowships 

between one week and twelve months are available and include monthly 

stipends, which for visiting scientists are up to US$3,000 and for 

sabbatical leave researchers up to US$3,500. Travel costs and health 

insurance are also included. 

Not Specified Not specified

Collated by the Research Development team, RED

Please address queries to Emma Pritchard- Emma.Pritchard@bristol.ac.uk
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Scientific and Technological Research 

Council of Turkey (TÜBİTAK)

Fellowships for Visiting Scientists and 

Scientists on Sabbatical Leave
http://www.international.ac.uk/programmes/curr

ent-opportunities/the-newton-fund/calls-for-

turkey-newton-katip-%C3%A7elebi-

fund.aspx?utm_source=Newton+updates+list&

utm_campaign=fcde0c1057-

Newton_fund_bulletin_29_10_2014&utm_medi

um=email&utm_term=0_fe132e884b-

fcde0c1057-99994981

Applications are accepted on a rolling basis. The applications start at the 

first working day of each month to the end of last working day of the 

month.

Aim: Fellowships for international scientists/researchers who would like to 

give workshops/conferences/lectures, or conduct R&D activities in Turkey 

in the fields of Natural Sciences, Engineering and Technological 

Sciences, Medical Sciences, Agricultural Sciences, Social Sciences and 

Humanities.

Value: Monthly stipend of up to approx. 2400 USD for Visiting Scientists. 

A monthly stipend of up to 3500 USD for Visiting Scientists on Sabbatical 

Leave. Travel costs (round trip) and health insurance premiums.

Not Specified Not Specified

Sir Halley Stewart Trust Projects grants
http://www.sirhalleystewart.org.uk/what-we-

do/what-we-fund/

These support projects that focus on the prevention of human suffering, 

with priority given to proposals in medical, social and religious areas, with 

education being a central theme. The Trust is keen to support projects 

that relate to more than one priority area. Main grants are worth up to 

£60,000 over a period of one to three years.

£60,000 Not Specified

Société Jersiaise Millennium history grants

http://www.societe-jersiaise.org/grant-

opportunities/millennium-history-fellowship-

grants.html

These assist scholars with research projects, travel or publication of 

material relating to Jersey history. Grants range between £100 and 

£2,000.

£2,000 Not Specified

Society for Education, Music and 

Psychology Research (Sempre)
Gerry Farrell travelling scholarships http://www.sempre.org.uk/awardsfarrell

These support travel in pursuit of identified research objectives, namely 

music education and music psychology, in the UK or abroad. Up to four 

scholarships are offered each year, totalling up to £4,000 per year.

Not specifed Not specified

Society for Education, Music and 

Psychology Research (Sempre)
Reg and Molly Buck award http://www.sempre.org.uk/awardsbuck

This supports a postdoctoral research project related to any area of music 

education or music psychology. The award is worth up to £2,500.
£2,500 Not specified

Society for Education, Music and 

Psychology Research (Sempre)
Reg and Molly Buck award http://www.sempre.org.uk/awardsbuck

This supports a postdoctoral research project related to any area of music 

education or music psychology. The award is worth up to £2,500. £2,500 Not Specified

Society for Education, Music and 

Psychology Research (Sempre)

Gerry Farrell travelling scholarships http://www.sempre.org.uk/awardsfarrell These are intended to support travel in pursuit of identified research 

objectives in the UK or abroad through the payment of, or a contribution 

towards, the cost of travel and subsistence. Up to four scholarships will 

be offered in any one year, totalling up to £4,000.

Applicants do not need to be a member of the society to apply.

Not Specified Not Specified

Society for Education, Music and 

Psychology Research (Sempre)

Arnold Bentley new initiatives fund http://www.sempre.org.uk/awardsbentley This supports new, interdisciplinary initiatives concerned with the 

advancement or promotion of research in the psychology of music or 

music education.   Examples may include support towards a project, 

conference, seminar, workshop, exhibition or publication that is 

particularly innovative or pioneering. 

£3,000 Not specified

Society for Nautical Research Tomlin fund http://www.snr.org.uk/tomlin.htm This fund supports research into nautical topics. Up to £1,500 is available. £1,500 Not specified

Society for Post-Medieval Archaeology Lecture bursary http://www.spma.org.uk/prizes.php This bursary provides financial support for local and regional 

archaeological, historical and antiquarian societies to defray the costs of 

lectures on post-medieval archaeology. Funding of up to £500 is available 

each year for this purpose.

Not specified Not specified

Society for the Study of Medieval 

Languages and Literature

Sponsorship for conferences http://mediumaevum.modhist.ox.ac.uk/conf_ap

p.shtml

Financial sponsorship is available to host conferences in the field of 

medieval studies.

Not specified Not specified

Spalding Trust General grants http://www.spaldingtrust.org.uk/
These encourage comparative study of the great religions of the world. 

Grants are worth up to £2,000 each.
£2,000 Not Specified

Spencer Foundation Initiative on philosophy in educational 

policy and practice
http://www.spencer.org/content.cfm/philosophy

-in-educational-policy--practice-rfp

This supports research projects in philosophy as it relates to educational 

policy and practice. Awards are worth up to US$40,000 each. 

$40,000 Not Specified

Spencer Foundation Initiative on philosophy in educational 

policy and practice
http://www.spencer.org/content.cfm/philosophy

-in-educational-policy--practice-rfp

This provides funding for research projects in philosophy as it relates to 

educational policy and practice, including issues that directly relate to K-

12 schools or higher education institutions, but also concerning policies 

that influence childrens growth and development in the family and in other 

areas of social life. Awards are worth up to US$40,000.  For further 

information, please contact Jane Selman in Campaigns 

(Jane.Selman@bristol.ac.uk)

$40,000 Not specified

Surrey Archaeological Society Archaeology and history grants
http://www.surreyarchaeology.org.uk/content/gr

ants

These promote the study of archaeology and antiquities, including the 

prehistory and history of the County of Surrey within the boundaries 

existing in 1854 and as later enlarged. Grants are worth up to £2,000 

each.

£2,000 Not Specified

Surrey Archaeological Society Archaeology and history grants http://www.surreyarchaeology.org.uk/content/gr

ants

These assist with archaeological and historical research within Surrey 

county. 

£2,000 Not specified

Technology Strategy Board Knowledge transfer partnerships http://www.ktponline.org.uk/academics/ These facilitate the transfer of knowledge, technology and skills between 

a company and an academic institution. Each partnership employs one or 

more recently qualified associate to work in a company on a project of 

strategic importance to the business, while also being supervised by the 

knowledge base partner. Average annual project costs are around 

£60,000 and projects vary in length between 12 and 36 months.

Please contact Frances.Frith@bristol.ac.uk if you are interested in 

applying or have any questions about this call.

Not Specified Not Specified

Technology Strategy Board Knowledge Transfer Partnerships www.ktponline.org.uk Bristol has been invited to apply for more KTPs. 1-3 year projects that 

meet a strategic business need and recruit a postgrad/postdoc to work at 

the company. May follow a PhD or be at Masters level. Grants provide 

67% (SMEs) or 50% (large companies) of costs. Please contact 

Frances.Frith@bristol.ac.uk or Andrew.Wray@bristol.ac.uk if you would 

like to discuss the possibilities of this call further. 

£75,000 per year Not specified

The Leverhulme Trust International networks http://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/funding/IN/IN.cfm These collaborations enable a principal investigator based in the UK to 

lead a research project where its successful completion depends on the 

participation of relevant overseas institutions. The value of a network 

award is normally up to £125,000 for activities lasting a maximum of 

three years.

£125,000 Not specified

The Sino-British Fellowship Trust Postgraduate Grants for Sinological 

Studies
http://www.gbcc.org.uk/sbft-katherine-whitaker-

bequest.aspx

23 Bede House, Manor Fields, Putney, 

LONDON SW15 3LT

This is an annual grant or grants for scholars ‘pursuing studies in the 

fields of  Chinese Medicine, Tibetan Buddhism, and Chinese Language 

(Philology, Drama & Poetry, History & Literature).  Applicants should be 

from China or the United Kingdom, over 27 years of age.

£7,000 Not specified

Tools and Trades History Society Salaman awards and grants http://www.taths.org.uk/salaman-award.htm

These support research projects that advance the society’s objectives 

such as the education of the general public in the history, development 

and use of hand tools, and of the people and trades that use them. The 

total budget is worth £2,000.

Not Specified Not Specified

University of Bristol Transformative Social Science scheme

Networking Awards

Sandpit Awards

http://www.bristol.ac.uk/red/development/oppor

tunities/transformativesocialscience.html

Two new calls have now been made live under the University of Bristol's 

Transformative Social Science scheme. They are: 

Networking Awards - funding for themed one-off events that bring 

together university researchers with stakeholders, policy makers, 

practitioners etc from outside academia to share information and develop 

new collaborations. 

Sandpit Awards - funding to bring together a group of academic staff to 

develop research projects on a chosen theme. Seedcorn funds can be 

made available for projects resulting from the sandpit events. 

Both of these calls are to be run on an open basis, without deadlines. 

However the total funding available is limited. 

Not Specified Not Specified

University of Edinburgh Nominated fellowships http://www.iash.ed.ac.uk/fellowships/fellowship

s-at-iash/nominated-fellowships/

This scheme encourages schools within the college of humanities and 

social sciences to nominate scholars from other universities whose 

research will contribute directly to the research plans of the sponsoring 

unit and the current research themes of the institute. 

Not Specified Not Specified

University of Edinburgh Bright ideas visiting fellowship and 

residency programme
http://www.genomicsnetwork.ac.uk/forum/peop

le/brightideasfellowshipsandresidencies/

This provides opportunity for individuals to spend up to two months in 

residence at the Forum to undertake a programme of work tailored to 

their own interest that can also contribute to the Forum 's aims and 

objectives. The scheme is open to anyone concerned with the social 

dimensions of genetics, genomics and the new life sciences, whether 

natural or medical scientists, medical practitioners, social scientists, 

artists, writers and musicians, policy makers and others working in public 

service and civil society.  Up to  £4,800 is available for travel, 

accommodation and subsistence.

£4,800 Not specified

University of Notre Dame Stipends for short-term postdoctoral 

research
http://www.nd.edu/~medinst/funding/funding.ht

ml#ambrosiana

The institute awards stipends in the amount of up to $1,700 per month for 

three to four month periods for postdoctoral scholars who wish to conduct 

research in the Medieval Institute library.

$6800 Not specified

Collated by the Research Development team, RED

Please address queries to Emma Pritchard- Emma.Pritchard@bristol.ac.uk
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Funding Opportunities for the Faculty of Arts

University of Oxford
Bahari visiting fellowships in the 

Persian arts of the book
http://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/csb/fellowships

These Fellowships fund research into the Persian Arts of the Book. 

Research areas may include but are not limited to studies in Art History, 

Codicology, Calligraphy,  the History of Islamic Book Production and 

Scribal Practices, and the Editing and Translation of Texts. Academics or 

university staff of at least postdoctoral level or equivalent are eligible to 

apply. The main focus of any research proposal should be on an aspect 

or aspects of the Bodleian's Persian and Islamic Collections. Fellowships 

are available for up to six months.

Not specified Not Specified

University of Wuerzburg Doctoral and postdoctoral fellowships http://www.graduateschools.uni-

wuerzburg.de/uwgs/funding_opportunities/uwg

s_funds/stibet/

These offer support for foreign doctoral researchers for a maximum of six 

months. In all cases less than the possible maximum duration and 

amount of the fellowship can be applied for, however, the minimum 

fellowship is  €250 per month. Funding is worth a maximum of  €1,000 

per month.

€ 6,000 Not specified

VolkswagenStiftung - Volkswagen 

Foundation

Summer schools http://www.volkswagenstiftung.de/en/funding/ch

allenges-for-academia-and-society/symposia-

and-

summerschools.html?tx_itaofundinginitiative_it

aofundinginitiativekeydates[controller]=Funding

Initiative&cHash=16f8133d244d06a981e3fe74

623a2daf

Funding is available for events where new knowledge important for the 

further development of a particular research area will be taught to 

selected young academics, doctoral candidates and post doctoral 

researchers, from Germany and abroad. The number of participants 

should not exceed 60 persons.

Not specified Not specified

Wake Forest University Travel grants https://zsr.wfu.edu/special/research/grants/
These support smaller scale projects related to materials in the library’s 

special collections and archives. Grants are worth between USD 100 and  

USD 500 each, depending on the applicant’s needs.

USD 500 Not Specified

Wellcome Trust
Small grants in humanities and social 

science

http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Humanities-

and-social-science/Funding-schemes/Small-

grants/index.htm

This supports programmes of activities that enable researchers to 

establish and develop networks, explore new areas of research and 

increase the impact of their work. Grants are usually worth up to £30,000.

£30,000 Not specified

Wellcome Trust
Development awards for broadcast, 

games and film

http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Public-

engagement/Funding-schemes/Broadcast-

games-and-film-awards/Development-

Awards/index.htm

These support the development of television, radio, games or film 

projects that engage with biomedical science and its impact in our lives in 

an innovative, entertaining and accessible way. Awards are worth up to 

£10,000 each over a maximum period of one year. 

£10,000 Not specified

Wellcome Trust
Humanities and social science small 

grants

http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Humanities

-and-social-science/Funding-schemes/Small-

grants/index.htm

These support small-scale research projects, scoping exercises or 

meetings whose subject matter falls within the remit of the ethics and 

society programme. The normal maximum that can be applied for is 

£5,000. If funding is intended for international meetings, or to attract 

international speakers, up to £10,000 may be requested.

£10,000 Not Specified

Wellcome Trust Small grants

http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Humanities

-and-social-science/Funding-schemes/Small-

grants/index.htm

These support small scale humanities and social science research 

projects, scoping exercises or meetings in any area of human or animal 

health, and projects related to research resources. Grants are normally 

worth up to £5,000. Applications for international meetings or to attract 

international speakers may receive up to £10,000. 

£10,000 Not Specified

Wellcome Trust
Development awards for broadcast, 

games and film

http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Public-

engagement/Funding-schemes/Broadcast-

games-and-film-awards/Development-

Awards/index.htm

These awards support the development of television, radio, games or film 

projects that engage with biomedical science and its impact in our lives in 

an innovative, entertaining and accessible way. Awards are worth up to 

£10,000 each over a maximum period of one year. 

£10,000 Not Specified

Wellcome Trust Small grants http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Medical-

history-and-humanities/Funding-

schemes/Small-grants/index.htm

This scheme supports small-scale research projects, scoping exercises or 

meetings in the medical humanities, including projects in research 

resources. The normal maximum that can be applied for is £5,000. 

£5,000 Not specified

Wellcome Trust Society and ethics small grants http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Ethics-and-

society/funding-schemes/Small-

grants/index.htm

These support small-scale research projects, scoping exercises or 

meetings whose subject matter falls within the remit of the ethics and 

society programme. The normal maximum that can be applied for is 

£5,000. 

£5,000 Not specified

Wellcome Trust Small grants http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Medical-

history-and-humanities/Funding-

schemes/Small-grants/index.htm

This scheme supports small-scale research projects, scoping exercises or 

meetings in the medical humanities, including projects in research 

resources. The normal maximum that can be applied for is £5000. 

£5,000 Not specified

Wellcome Trust Support for symposia, conferences and 

seminar series
http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Medical-

history-and-humanities/Funding-

schemes/Small-grants/WTDV030246.htm

Applicants should be based at an eligible institution in the UK or the RoI. 

Awards are for a maximum of £5,000 and will be made to the applicant's 

institution.

£5,000 Not Specified

Wellcome Trust Research expenses http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/Funding/Medical-

history-and-humanities/Funding-

schemes/Small-grants/WTD003792.htm

This scheme supports experienced researchers who wish to carry out a 

modest programme of study on a specific topic in the medical humanities 

within the UK and Republic of Ireland. Awards may also provide 

assistance with research expenses for self-funded postgraduate students 

registered for a doctorate on a history of medicine topic.

£5,000 Not specified

Welsh Assembly Government Digital development fund http://new.wales.gov.uk/topics/businessandeco

nomy/economicrenewal/sectors/creativesector/

digitaldevfund/?lang=en&ts=1

The aim of this fund is to support creative industries businesses to 

research and develop digital opportunities and to help accelerate the 

growth of creative industries businesses in Wales. Funding is worth 

between £5,000 and £50,000.

£50,000 Not Specified

Wenner-Gren Foundation for 

Anthropological Research
Historical archives programme grants

http://www.wennergren.org/programs/historical-

archives-program-hap

These assist senior scholars at the end of their careers, or their heirs, with 

the expense of preparing and transferring their unpublished research 

materials for archival deposit. Grants are worth up to US$15,000 each.

USD 15,000 Not Specified

Wenner-Gren Foundation for 

Anthropological Research

Historical archives programme grants http://www.wennergren.org/programs/historical-

archives-program-hap

These assist senior scholars at the end of their careers, or their heirs, with 

the expense of preparing and transferring their unpublished research 

materials for archival deposit. Grants are worth up to US$15,000 each.

$15,000 Not Specified

Wenner-Gren Foundation for 

Anthropological Research

Wenner-Gren symposia grants http://www.wennergren.org/programs/internatio

nal-symposia

This scheme supports organising and hosting symposia that show the 

relevance of basic research in anthropology to analysing the human 

condition, past or present. The foundation pays all costs related to the 

symposium and actively manages it. 

Not specified Not specified

Wenner-Gren Foundation for 

Anthropological Research

Historical archives program http://www.wennergren.org/programs/program

s_show.htm?doc_id=369096&attrib_id=13236

The objective of this program is to encourage the preservation of 

unpublished records and other materials of value for research on the 

history of anthropology. Grants of up to $15,000 are available.

$15,000 Not specified

Economic and Social Research Council 

(ESRC)

Research grants http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding-and-

guidance/funding-opportunities/3717/standard-

grants.aspx

These support individuals or teams at eligible institutions to conduct 

research projects, large-scale surveys and other infrastructure or 

methodological developments in any area within the councils remit. 

Grants range from £200,000 to £2 million and cover 100 per cent full 

economic cost.

£2,000,000 Not Specified 

Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung - 

Alexander von Humboldt Foundation

Humboldt research awards to 

outstanding scholars residing outside 

Germany

http://www.humboldt-

foundation.de/pls/web/wt_show.text_page?p_te

xt_id=6446

These enable foreign scientists and scholars from all disciplines and 

countries, with internationally recognised academic qualifications, to 

conduct an original research project in close collaboration with an 

appropriate colleague in Germany. The maximum award is Euro60,000.

Not specified Not specified  

Institute for Aegean Prehistory Publication subventions http://www.aegeanprehistory.net/2013-

apps.html

These aim to help the publisher of scholarly books and monographs 

focusing on the Aegean region from the Neolithic through to the time of 

the first Olympiad to defray the printing costs of the volume. Grants of up 

to US$7,500 are available. 

£7,500 Not specified  

Institute for Aegean Prehistory Publication team support http://www.aegeanprehistory.net/2013-

apps.html

This supports excavation directors who are looking for technical 

archaeological services for publication preparation. The institute provides 

the salary and maintenance for the specialists assigned to the project. 

Not specified Not specified  

ESRC/ University of Bristol Transformative Social Science 

Seedcorn Scheme
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/red/development/opportunities/transformativesocialscience.htmlThe ESRC has awarded prize funds to the University of Bristol in order to 

foster and encourage transformative research across the social sciences. 

Transformative research is defined as research at the frontiers of the 

social sciences, which challenges current thinking. These awards are to 

enable preliminary or developmental projects which have significant 

transformative potential, and which lead to the development of a funding 

bid to an appropriate external funder.

Not specified Open

The National Film and Video 

Foundation (NFVF) - South Africa

grant, investment, or loan depending on 

the type of application and project
http://dev.nfvf.co.za/funding NFVF strives for a quality South African film and video industry that is 

representative of the nation, commercially viable, and encourages 

development. The foundation provides film and video-related funding in 

the following four broad categories: 1. Education and Training 2. 

Development Funding 3. Production Funding 4. Marketing and Distribution 

Not specified Open Call

The Leverhulme Trust Research Project Grants http://www.leverhulme.ac.uk/funding/RPG/RPG

.cfm

The aim of these awards is to provide financial support for innovative and 

original research projects of high quality and potential, the choice of 

theme and the design of the research lying entirely with the applicant 

Up to £250,000 over a 

duration of two to three 

years. If compelling 

evidence is provided, 

awards may be made 

for sums up to 

£500,000 for research 

over a period of up to 

five years.

Outline applications can be 

submitted at any time but the 

deadline for detailed 

applications are:  1 September

1 December   21 March.  

Internal REAP deadlines are: 

13 August, 12 November, 1 

March

Collated by the Research Development team, RED

Please address queries to Emma Pritchard- Emma.Pritchard@bristol.ac.uk
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Department for Business, Innovation & 

Skills

Newton Fund: building science and 

innovation capacity in developing 

countries

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/ne

wton-fund-building-science-and-innovation-

capacity-in-developing-countries

Funding available to develop science and innovation partnerships that 

promote the economic development and welfare of developing countries. 

The countries include: Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Egypt, India, 

Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Malaysia, Mexico, Philippines, South Africa and 

wider Africa, Thailand, Turkey, Vietnam. For more information please 

contact Simon Glasser, s.glasser@bristol.ac.uk in RED.

TBC

ESRC Centres Competiton 2018

http://www.esrc.ac.uk/funding/funding-

opportunities/centres-competition-

2018/?utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdeliv

ery

In November 2017 we will be announcing an open competition for 

research centres. There will be no priority areas for this call. We would 

welcome applications of excellent quality in any area of social science 

within ESRC's remit.

Research centres are major ESRC strategic investments. In addition to 

taking forward an ambitious research agenda and making significant 

economic or societal impact, they add value by increasing research 

infrastructure, building capacity, encouraging interdisciplinary working in 

social science and beyond, and enabling research collaboration in the UK 

and internationally.

Further details of any internal processes for this call will be 

circulated widely in due course. Key contact in RED is 

Jude.Hill@bristol.ac.uk; please register your potential interest with 

her Not specified TBC

Horizon 2020 Various http://www.bristol.ac.uk/red/development/intern

ational/horizon2020.html

Horizon 2020 is a funding programme designed for all people involved in 

research and innovation - academia, research, industry and other 

stakeholder organisations. It contains a number of different funding 

programmes and mechanisms, and is based on a structure of three 

pillars: Excellent Science; Industrial Leadership & Societal Challenges. 

Within these pillars there are opportunities for individual researchers and 

groups of researchers to apply for funding. The choice of pillar and 

underlying programme depends on what a researcher is looking for 

funding for in terms of the size of the planned project, whether it is basic 

or applied or whether someone is interested in moving to Bristol from 

another country.

The RED website has a wealth of information available on Horizon 2020 

as well as details of who to contact. 

Various Various

Institute for Advanced Studies c/o 

University of Bristol

Fellowships (various schemes) http://www.bristol.ac.uk/ias/fellowships/urf-srf/ University Research Fellowships (URFs), University Senior Research 

Fellowships (SRFs), IAS Research Fellowships (IASRF), and ranslational 

Neuroscience Research Fellowships (TNRFs).

See website for specific fellowship details.

Various Various

Technology Strategy Board Motorsport Valley Launchpad https://www.innovateuk.org/funding-

competitions

Investment of up to £1m in innovative business-led R&D projects in 

motorsport, high-performance engineering, and related technology 

consultancy centred in the UK’s ‘Motorsport Valley’ cluster.

Please note that these competition must be led by a business; universities 

can be partners. 

 For further information, please contact Andrew Wray 

(andrew.wray@bristol.ac.uk).

Not specified Various deadlines
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